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From the EDITOR

Enzo Would Understand What We Really Want

Modern sports cars have a clear mission: They’re about driving involvement, speed, and design.
That’s wonderful, though as technology has advanced, the focus on speed has reduced the
practicality of many sports cars. I would add that quite a few cars that aim for high driver
involvement are a little over the top on a regular basis.

That would seem to leave room for the GT. I’m not talking about a specific body shape, but a
concept. The concept of the GT could be a fast, beautiful car that can be enjoyed for long periods of
time under a wide variety of circumstances. This implies, in part, useful luggage capacity, maybe
even practical room for three or four people, and the ability to enter and exit real-world parking lots.
Judging not only by history but by the high volume of reader letters expressing interest in these
qualities, it obviously isn’t an original idea.

The problem is that once you move away from the purist ideal of the sports car, engineers,
marketing types, and enthusiasts get a little foggy about what the goal is. What happens all too
frequently is that cars with GT potential — 2+2s, coupes, and sports sedans — end up pursuing a
negative goal: Avoid the extremes of sports cars. Bath water out, and baby too. The result: quieter,
softer cars that are thoroughly dull because they have no purpose except, to be pretty or functional.

I’d propose that GT designers need to refocus on the goal of driving involvement. Ask
knowledgeable car enthusiasts to list the greatest cars of all time and I’m pretty sure a Ferrari GT
will make most lists. It might be the 250 GTO or maybe the 275 GTB/4 or the Daytona. Back then,
Ferrari intuitively understood how to do driving involvement. The key to understanding this
disappearing art is to realize that involvement has several components, all of which allow significant
deviation from the high-intensity, low-practicality world of the sports car.  

The first component of driving involvement is directness. Directness means how quickly and linearly
the car responds to inputs. Torque converters are not direct. Dead spots in steering are not direct.
Mushy bushings are not direct. Note that misunderstandings about directness are the source of
many a misbegotten GT. Loading lots of indirectness into a design doesn’t make it better for long-
distance driving. For a 1000 mile drive, I’ll take the 360 Modena from Issue 1 anytime over, say, a
Jaguar XK8.

Texture is the second element of driving involvement. Texture simply means that the car has some
way of responding that stimulates the emotions. Often this will come in some slight deviation from
“perfection” that makes the car more interesting at street speeds. BMWs are tilted slightly toward
oversteer. Porsche 911s demand special attention to smoothness because of their unusual weight
distribution. Steering feedback, shifter feel, and engine sound can also be big contributors to
texture. None of these things must be done to the maximum to have a benefit, just like you don’t
dump a whole jar of oregano into your spaghetti sauce to season it. But you don’t leave the
oregano on the shelf, either. Trying to minimize texture is a mistake.

A third component of driving involvement is coherence. The elements of the design need to 
make sense together. Quick steering often fits with lightning throttle response. A really revvy
engine probably doesn’t make sense with tons of sound deadening. The Ferrari F430 and the
Corvette C6 approach the issues of directness and texture very differently, but they’re both
amazingly coherent cars.

Enzo knew all this. So did Ferry Porsche. Let’s not forget.

Bill Campbell

Editor, Winding Road

Editorial correspondence to:

editor@windingroad.com
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From the READERS

At Least We’re Funny?

I read your article on the Corvette vs.

Boxster. Are you being serious about the

Boxster being the better car or is this a joke?

You do know that the Boxster is a fake sports

car created for yuppies who can’t afford a

real Porsche but want the image of driving

one, right? I’ve driven both cars and for the

same price I’ll take the car that’ll hit 0–60

1.2 seconds quicker than the other. I’m just

really confused as to how you could hon-

estly think that the Porsche Boxster (essen-

tially a fancy Miata) could hold up. If you

doubt my claim, I’ll let you race me in a

Corvette C6 while you drive the Porsche

Boxster. One reason that I will stop reading

car magazines like yours is the obvious bias

towards European cars. Next time, try not to

think about it as American vs. European.

Frank

No joke, we promise. We do try to 

understand the manufacturer’s intended

market. Nonetheless, we acknowledge that

we lack the skills to assess how well a “fake”

sports car serves “yuppies who can’t afford

a real Porsche but want the image of 

driving one.” So we focus on the driving

dynamics of the car.

Nor do we care where these cars are

designed or made. We would hope that your

view that we have an “obvious” bias toward

European cars would be diminished if you

read what we’ve said about the Mercedes

E500, the Lexus GS 430 and IS 300, the

Z06, the Infiniti M45, and the last genera-

tion BMW 3 Series.

To clear up your confusion, we care about

the aspects of cars that make street driving

more involving over the long haul. As we

said in the article, we prefer the Boxster

because it turns in better, has better steer-

ing feel, is more agile, has better throttle

response, a slightly better shifter, and bet-

ter engine sound. In other words, it’s more

involving and fun. If you drive an Infiniti and

like it, we can understand how the Porsche

might seem too intense. That’s cool.

We do feel obligated to point out that while

the Boxster is a more involving drive, this

doesn’t relegate the Corvette to the waste

bin of mediocrity. The C6 is certainly the

faster car on a track. Not only that, the

engine just has phenomenal torque and

power when compared with anything under

$100K. So we really like the C6. Just wait

‘til you see more of the Top 50.

-Ed.

I enjoy your new magazine, and really 

love the concept of a free high-quality 

digital magazine.

On that note, I would really love to see an in

depth review of the new 2005 Infiniti G35

Coupe 6MT. It is consistently grouped into

the dog pile with the standard G35 Sedan.

Even though they share the same subframe

and engine, there are vast differences

between the two cars.

A great comparison would be with the

Porsche Boxster. I noticed you chose to

match the Corvette and Boxster together,

which my friends and I found laughable. 

There is no challenge there for the Corvette.

The only similarity is the price. But the

Boxster and G35 Coupe are a much better

comparison. I would really like to see a 

real-world driving comparison between

these two cars.

Tim — USAF NATO AWACS

We agree that the G35 Coupe deserves

special attention. On the other hand, we’d

ask you (and your friends) to consider 

that the real-world desirability of a car

depends on more than raw speed. Of

course, raw speed is nice, but if that’s the

goal, the best car is probably whatever you

own plus time at a racing school followed 

by lots of track time.

-Ed.

Send your love notes, accolades,
insights, questions, quibbles,
and hate mail to: 

editor@windingroad.com

or

Editor
WINDING ROAD 
4544 South Lamar Blvd.
Building G-300 
Austin, Texas 78745

Tell a Friend

Know someone who would
love Winding Road as much
as you do?

Go to www.windingroad.com
and click Tell a Friend.

Correspondence

mailto:editor@windingroad.com
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We’re Mind Readers Too?

Great new digital magazine. Winding Road is a

refreshing and much needed addition to the

world of automotive journalism.

A month ago I wondered if there was really

room or a need for another enthusiast’s maga-

zine, but then I read the latest issue of Car &
Driver, which I used to think was the best such

magazine. Its recent road test of the Mercedes-

Benz CLS contained virtually no commentary

on how the car actually handles and feels in

spirited driving. If I were shopping for a sports

sedan (emphasis on sport and, yes, it’s a sedan

regardless of what M-B says) and wondering

how the CLS performs as a driver’s car (rather

than a car to be driven in), C&D’s road test

would be useless to me.

I also just read the sport sedan comparison in

your first issue and wanted to commend you for

the sidebar comparing the new fleet to the pre-

vious benchmark. As a BMW E39 M5 owner, 

I’m always wondering how it would stack up 

against the latest and greatest, and I hope that

you do the same comparison when you get

your hands on the new e60 M5.

Erick Kwak

I’m very excited about Winding Road. It’s great

to see an automotive magazine from our conti-

nent that understands there is more to a great

sports car/car in general than just straight- 

line acceleration.

In fact, before I read your article comparing 

the Boxster to the new Corvette, I had many 

discussions with friends where it was my view

that the better comparison for a ‘Vette was with

a Boxster and when I saw that your magazine

had such a comparison and read the article it

felt like I was reading my own thoughts. 

Anthony Lazzaro

Send us your thoughts on:

1. Which cars would you most
like to see in Winding Road?

2. What is the most underrated
car on the road?

3. What should manufacturers
be doing more or less of?

Send comments to: 
inquiring@windingroad.com

Inquiring Minds

If you like Winding Road, check
out our free digital magazine
covering consumer electronics
at www.avguide.com

More Free Mags
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Send Morgan Aeromax Orders

A new version of the wonderful Morgan Aero 8, dubbed the Aeromax,

could go into production. The car was originally commissioned by a

Swiss enthusiast, and Morgan says it indicates the level of customization

the small British firm can do. The Aeromax sports a body reminiscent

of the Talbot-Lago era, and Morgan says it may produce the car if it

gets 50 orders. Pricing would be in the $130,000 range.

Exige in U.S. 

The Exige, a hard-core, hard-top version of the Lotus Elise, may make it

to the United States. While this will most likely be the basic Exige,

which offers the same 190-hp Toyota-four that’s in the Elise, ideally

Lotus would also offer the Exige 240R. This upgrade boosts the small

Toyota motor to 243 hp via supercharging. Lotus says it will only build

50 such cars, but maybe...
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UPDATE:
NEWS AND EVENTS FROM THE WORLD OF
AUTOMOTIVE EXCELLENCE
By Tom Martin, Brooks Holden, and Richard Chiariavalli

Cayman Lives!

Porsche revealed the first official images of the 2006 Porsche

Cayman S, a two-seat coupe based on the Boxster series. Porsche

projects its 3.4-liter, 295-hp flat-six (that’s 15 hp over the Boxster S)

will push the Cayman 0–60 mph in 5.1 seconds and round the track

at 171 mph. And with its VarioCam Plus variable valve timing system 

(as found on the 2005 911 Carrera), the Cayman will produce its

maximum torque of 255 lb-ft between 4200 and 6000 rpm. Another

promising upgrade: a hatchback with twice the storage area (9.2 cu.

ft.) of that found in the Boxster. Look for the Cayman S to go on sale in

the United States and Canada in mid January of 2006 at a price of

$58,900.

McLaren Eclipsed (By a Hair)

A Koenigsegg CCR bumped the McLaren F1 from the “world’s fastest

production car” pedestal by achieving an average speed of  241.01

mph at the Nardo test track. The McLaren’s previous record stood at

240.3 mph.



Mercedes-Benz Gets It 

Mercedes will offer two fascinating new sports cars, the SL400 and

the SLK320 CDIs. These cars are interesting because they should be

among the first sports car chassis to sport diesel power. And not just

any diesel power. The 320 CDIs will come with a tri-turbo V-6 dishing

out 465 lb-ft of torque. The SL400 will have a twin-turbo V-8 diesel

that jumps off the line under the auspices of 538 lb-ft of grunt. These

cars should accelerate faster than the base gasoline cars. Social

responsibility meets fun. Ja!

New Spyker Coming. What’s a Spyker? 

The Spyker C8 Double 12 S has been approved for sale in the United

States with EPA and NHTSA certifications. The 620-hp Dutch super-

car is a street going version of its LeMans car.

McLaren to Go it Alone

Apparently McLaren will continue to develop the new P8 supercar on its

own, rather than with former partner Mercedes-Benz. Targeted at the

“entry-level” $200,000 supercar market, the P8 will probably still use

some key M-B components, particularly in the drivetrain area. We can

only hope that McLaren keeps the engine and ditches the automatic.
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Nissan to Go After Scion 

It almost had to happen.

Nissan has rolled out a

series of concept cars, all

of which are Renault-

based (Renault being Nissan’s parent company). These cars could

form the basis of Nissan’s counter to Toyota’s Scion. Each of the 

concepts is based on the Renault Megane. Now, if they’d just see fit 

to bring the Renault Clio V6 into the states, badged as a Nissan. 

When pigs fly?

BMW M3 and Audi RS4 Figures for Comparison 

With a little calculating, we can figure the BMW M3’s specs at 400

hp, 306 lb-ft, and 3350 lb. The Audi RS4 should arrive about the

same time (mid-2006), with 414 hp, 317 lb-ft, and 3650 lb. Both

engines are normally aspirated, rev-happy little V-8s, with redlines

above 8000 rpm. The BMW should have slightly better ratios 

(183 lb-ft/ton vs. 174 lb-ft/ton for the Audi), though with a sophisti-

cated new Quattro system, the Audi may be better at getting the

power down.

UPDATE: JULY–AUGUST



M6 Update 

The BMW M6, slated to arrive in the United States in May of 2006

should be quite a car. With a carbon fiber roof, lower weight, and a

lower center of gravity than the M5, BMW has pushed the M6 around

the Nürburgring at about 10 seconds per lap faster than its sedan

counterpart. The M6 will weigh around 3700 lb, which isn’t exactly

light, but on the other hand is 100 lb less than the Audi S4 tested in

this issue of WR. Plus, the M6 has 507 hp and an 8250 rpm redline.

At just under $100K, it almost looks like a good value.

Smart is Coming, One Way or Another 

ZAP, the intrepid would-be importers of the Smart Fortwo have

received EPA approval to deliver the cars to dealers in the United

States. With Mercedes-Benz, the parent of Smart, canceling U.S. plans

for the line, it looks like ZAP’s offering will be the only way to see the

amazing sight of Suburbans and Hummers sharing the road with

mobile phone booths.
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Toyota to Offer Hybrid Camry

Toyota will build a hybrid version of the popular Camry sedan in the 

United States. Production should start in the second half of 2006, making

this an 07 model. Plans are to build as many as 48,000 vehicles per year, 

suggesting that hybrids are moving well beyond the niche stage.

Mercedes Diesels Set Record

In May, three Mercedes-Benz E320 CDI sedans set world diesel

endurance records, covering 100,000 miles at an average speed of

139 mph. Each car completed over 20,000 laps at the Laredo, Texas,

high-speed circuit during a 30-day period. Mercedes was particularly

interested in demonstrating the durability of its new maintenance-free

particulate filter, part of a package of emissions control features that

make diesel a practical alternative for the future.

New Supercar: Project 1221 

Project 1221, a new Italian supercar company, is planning an amazing

new car — at least if it reaches the market as planned. With a horizon-

tally opposed engine sporting a 10,000 rpm powerband, the redline

should be at 11K+, which is probably a new record for street cars. The

car is designated the MF1, with the “1” indicating the projected

power-to-weight ratio of 1000 hp/ton. MF stands for Mauro Forghieri,

an experienced Formula 1 designer who was synonymous with

Scuderia Ferrari over a period of 25 years, starting with the 1962

250 GTO. Subsequently, he was the technical director of Lamborghini

Engineering and Bugatti Automobili.  

As an added twist, the steering wheel can be swiftly positioned either

on the left or on the right side along with the pedals, while the steer-

ing rack is — and remains — centrally mounted as on a single-seater

racing car. The car will also be capable of far greater luggage capacity

than the normal supercar. But, like the Enzo, Veyron, and McLaren F1,

the MF1 will have a stratospheric price starting at €575,000.

UPDATE: JULY–AUGUST
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New Caterham Ownership

Former Lotus general manager Arwen Ali and a management team

have purchased Caterham Cars from founder Graham Nearn. In some

sense, this brings the car full circle. Caterham was the largest dealer

for the Lotus Seven in the 70s. When Lotus decided to stop making

the car, Nearn bought the rights to the car and renamed it the

Caterham Seven. Caterham has continued to improve the breed, and

we can only hope that Ali and Co. will continue the tradition. (See our

review of the Caterham 7 on page 30.)

BMW Crossover Vehicles Still in Plan 

BMW’s plans for 2008 call for two new crossover or new segment

vehicles. The first should be a swoopy four-place car that is somewhere

between a sedan and a station wagon. The second car is a more 

traditional crossover vehicle with seating for five. Both cars, befitting

the BMW brand, will place heavy emphasis on driving dynamics.

Maserati Splits from Ferrari, Joins Alfa 

Maserati, in recent years under Ferrari management, and very suc-

cessfully so, will now be joined with Alfa Romeo in the Fiat empire.

Maserati simply must utilize higher volume platforms to be profitable.

And Maserati needs broader distribution than the connection with

Ferrari could provide. Still, Maser lovers can relax a bit, as Maserati

engines will continue to be jointly developed with Ferrari. Our guess is

that another reason for the separation is that it gives ailing Fiat an

opportunity to sell Ferrari cleanly should the need arise.

www.windingroad.com/redirect/i4/back
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Mercedes Reads Our Minds?

Mercedes-Benz apparently has plans to build a lighter-weight version

of the SL. Perhaps it’s a response to rumors of WR’s concerns about

the SL65 AMG in this issue? In any event, the new car should be 

previewed this fall, presumably at the Frankfurt show.

Porsche 911 Revision Cycle Begins 

In accordance with the Stuttgart firm’s standard practice, this fall we

will see the AWD versions of the 911 (997), in the form of the Carrera 4

and Carrera 4S. Both will sport wider rear body work, which should be

impressive given that the rear wheel drive 997 already had 

pronounced fender flares. The significance of these models in the past

has been that AWD gives Porsche the opportunity to fine tune 

the feel and handling of the basic chassis, and on the previous genera-

tion 996 this had a surprisingly positive effect. Let’s hope Porsche can

do it again.

UPDATE: JULY–AUGUST
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Grand Prix of France
July 1–3
Magny-Cours, France
formula1.com

Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix
July 8–17
Pittsburgh, Penn.
pittsburghvintagegrandprix.com  

Grand Prix of Britain
July 8–10
Silverstone, England
formula1.com

Brian Redman 
International Challenge
July 14–17
Road America, Elkhart Lake, Wis.
roadamerica.com

ALMS Infineon Raceway  
July 15–17 
Sonoma, Cal.
americanlemans.com

Grand Prix of Germany
July 22–24
Hockenheim, Germany
formula1.com

Concours d’Elegance at Cranbrook
July 22–24
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
concoursatcranbrook.com

ALMS Portland International Raceway
July 29–31 
Portland, Ore. 
americanlemans.com

Grand Prix of Hungary
July 29–31 
Hungaroring, Mogyorod, Hungary
formula1.com
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Calendar
by Tom Martin
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Ferrari Maserati Racing Days
August 5–7 
Elkhart Lake, Wis
roadamerica.com

Meadow Brook Concours d'Elegance
August 7
Troy, Mich.
meadowbrookconcours.org

Grand-Am Watkins Glen 200
August 11–12 
Watkins Glen, N.Y.
grand-am.com 
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18 ALMS Road America 500
August 18–21 
Elkhart Lake, Wis.   
americanlemans.com

Grand Prix of Turkey
August 19–21
Istanbul, Turkey
formula1.com

Monterey Weekend
August 19–21
Monterey, Cal.
pebblebeach.com

19
Monterey Weekend

Aug 19–21
Monterey, Cal.

pebblebeach.com
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By Richard Chiariavalli
feeling of distinctiveness that the old car had.

Until the introduction of the 300C SRT8 — a big

sedan with a truly special engine. The SRT8 has

a 6.1-liter version of the HEMI that delivers 425

hp and 420 lb-ft of torque. While the SRT8

weighs in at a hefty 4212 lb, it still sports

enough torque to sit between the Porsche

Carrera S and the Lamborghini Gallardo. 

And it lists for under $40K.

That’s interesting on paper, so we were curious

to see if the SRT group at Chrysler could do for

Mopars what AMG has done for Mercedes. And 

would it pay attention to the handling as 

well as the engine, a goal that AMG has 

sometimes missed?

We took the SRT8 out to one of our torture

loops, figuring we’d find out right away if we

were wasting our time. Right off the bat, we

noticed that the feel of this car is clearly in what

could be called the “engine dominant” camp

(whereas some cars, like the Lotus Elise, 

are “chassis dominant”). The SRT8 engine can

One of my first automotive memories is of the

annual ritual where my dad and I would visit car

dealers in September to see the new models.

Rarely was a truly new car introduced; we

mostly saw revised sheet metal — except for

one January on a visit to the Chrysler dealer.

There was the new 300 letter car, and as we

approached it my dad spoke in hushed tones as

if we had just entered a sanctuary. I didn’t

understand what the big deal was, but I knew

we were looking at something special.

Turns out we were looking at the Chrysler

300F, one of the last of the great letter cars. 

The 300F had a 413-cubic-inch engine sport-

ing dual Carter four-barrel carbs, and it dished

out 375 hp and 495 lb-ft of torque. Even allow-

ing for the more optimistic measurements back

then, this car was a big deal. Especially since

that was 1960.

Chrysler has done a very nice job with the

2005 300C, but even with the fabled HEMI

name on the engine, the car doesn’t have that

We learn that AMG translates to SRT in English.

DRIVEN:

Chrysler 300C SRT8



engine and front tires are well in front of you,

and that you are steering them around. 

You turn, and things up ahead of you happen.

This is a lot like the sense of things in the

Corvette. Your preference for this will come

down to taste, but it certainly contributes to 

the character of the SRT8.

As we blasted through the twisty parts of our

loop, we were happy to find that the SRT8

chassis has roll well under control. Like most

cars, Chrysler has tuned this one for understeer

at the limit, but under most conditions the

SRT8 feels balanced. The only part you may

not like is that the chassis tun-

ing leaves the car a bit out of

sorts as you push it through

demanding sections that com-

bine bumps, curves, and eleva-

tion changes. There is some

lateral softness in the bush-

ings, with the result that you

can feel the weight of the car

shifting around. The spring

and damping rates also can be

caught off guard, leading to

some front-end bobbing and

bounding. You can’t change

the fact that 4200 lb is a lot of

weight to control.

The ride quality of the SRT8

isn’t ideal because you get

some impact harshness and 

a few unpleasant motions.

Personally, I’d say the ride 

quality differences between

the SRT8 and other big 

sporting sedans are pretty

minor, but if this aspect is 

critical to you, don’t take my

word for it. Perhaps just as

important, the SRT8 feels 

substantial going down the

road. If you want the sense 

of a big luxury car, I think you’ll

like it. If you’d prefer more of

the agility of a sports car, 

look elsewhere.

Daimler Chrysler

300C SRT8

$39,370
$45,450, includes gas guzzler tax, 
option groups I and II

V-8, supercharged

6.1 liters

Pushrods, two valves per cylinder

425 hp @ 6200 rpm

420 lb-ft @ 4800 rpm

202 hp/ton

199 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, rear wheel drive

5-speed automatic, semi-manual shifting mode

Variable power

Power, ABS

245/45 ZR20 front, 255/45 ZR20 rear

120.0 in

196.8 in

74.1 in

57.9 in
5 passenger

4212 lb

5.0 sec

14 mpg

19 mpg

n/a

n/a

n/a

Manufacturer
Model
U.S. Base Price
Price as Tested

ENGINE:
Type
Displacement
Valvetrain 
Max Power
Max Torque
Power:Weight
Torque:Weight

CHASSIS:
Drivetrain Layout 
Transmission
Steering
Brakes
Tires

DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase
Length
Width
Height
Passenger Config
Curb Weight

PERFORMANCE:
0–60
EPA City Mileage
EPA Hwy Mileage
Emission Certification
NHTSA Crash Rating
NHTSA Rollover Rating

SPECIFICATIONS
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deliver huge power as you might expect, and

despite its weight, this car is quick. More 

important than that is the midrange capability

of the engine. It feels strong at part throttle, 

and doesn’t require lots of revs to get going. 

All of this is normal for big-displacement 

supercharged engines, of course. But mile 

after mile we kept thinking that the SRT8 

drivetrain was more fun than many big power

drivetrains. Why?

Whether or not Chrysler is recycling old

Mercedes-Benz parts, I’d have to say the SRT8

has one of the best automatic transmissions

around, at least for a big engine. With the kind

of midrange torque that the tweaked HEMI 

can dish out, it is great to have a transmission

that wants to hold a gear. Give the SRT8 a part

throttle command and the transmission seems

to know that the engine is so stump-pulling

strong that there is no need for downshifting

histrionics. I would add that Chrysler’s transmis-

sion software team seems to have tuned the

software to downshift as you decelerate into

corners so that you’re frequently already in the

correct gear. Around town or out on back roads,

you’ll have fun with this transmission-engine

combo. Impressive.

(Excuse me for a moment, but as a card-carrying

member of the Church of the Manual

Transmission, I have to go to chapel now to 

pray for my soul.)

Two other elements of the SRT8 help to rein-

force the feeling of engine dominance. One is

that the engine actually sounds pretty nice.

Chrysler has served up an appropriately muted

and refined “grumbliness” that is never over-

bearing, but is pleasingly sporty. The other

engine-oriented element of the car is the seat-

ing position. You sit farther back in the SRT8

than in many sedans. The sight lines and the

steering feel give you the impression that the

Of course, all this analysis can get in the way of

the big questions, like, “Is the SRT8 fun to

drive?” I’ve driven lots of big sedans, mostly

more expensive than the Chrysler, and very

few would even get near the word “fun” in my

book. The SRT8 does. Chrysler has conceived a

car that’s quite different from cars like the

Cadillac CTS-V and BMW 5 Series, but it is still

enjoyable mile after mile. I think this is because

it is loaded with character, and its flaws are

pretty benign, as long as you accept that it is a

big, heavy car. When you consider the price, it

qualifies as amazing. AMG at 50-percent off,

anyone? 

DRIVEN: CHRYSLER 300C SRT8
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Two fine cars make for one tough decision.

by Brooks Holden

About 15 miles into our time with the new

BMW 330i, I couldn’t help but think, “It’s

back!” Seriously, we were all getting tired of

ragging on the last 3 Series, known to afi-

cionados as the E46. Soft and rather limp

feeling, it wasn’t a bad car, but it was hard

to work up much enthusiasm for the E46.

BMW’s history doesn’t help in these cases

either, because BMW has made so many

outstanding small sedans, starting in the

minds of many with the iconic 2002 of the

late 1960s. The new car certainly has some

of the BMW spirit that made the brand. But

with at least one skeptical eyebrow raised,

we wondered whether this was a case of

feeling temporarily better having removed a

pebble from our shoes, or was the new

330i actually a great car?

VERY
WINDING ROAD

BMW 330i

Audi S4
vs.

We could have just driven the 330i for a

while to answer this question. But a brief

consultation with Tina Turner, WR philoso-

pher-in-residence-on-CD, reminded us that,

“We never ever do anything nice and easy.”

So we began our search for a car to com-

pare with the new Bimmer. There is a

plethora of choices roughly in the same cat-

egory, but one glance at the BMW’s window

sticker simplified our thinking. Our test car

listed for about $42K, which surprised us to

say the least. Sometimes these cars are so

loaded with optional gizmos that the “as

tested” price is far higher than the price for

a car with just the stuff you need. But in the

case of the 330i, the basic car, with sport

suspension, leather, folding rear seats and a

photography by Andrew Yates
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six-speed manual, will go out the door for at

least $40K. It wasn’t far from that realiza-

tion to the decision to pit the 330i against

the newly revised Audi S4.

Sure, the Audi is more expensive, at just

under $47K. While that is a considerable

sum, the extra $7K isn’t obviously out of the

question. Moreover, we wanted to give the

330i a real test, not set it up for the easy

win. We were also curious about whether

the new S4 was tweaked at all from the pre-

vious edition that we enjoyed so much 

in Issue 1.

The S4 brings some interesting hardware to

the arena. In addition to Quattro all-wheel-

drive, Audi — no doubt tired of repeated

pokes in the eye from BMW — has shoe-

horned its 4.2-liter V-8 into the engine bay

of the S4. Even if the idea is as old as the

Pontiac GTO, you have to like putting big

motors in small cars. The Audi V-8 dishes

out 340 hp and 302 lb-ft of torque. With a

curb weight of 3825 lb, this gives the S4 a

power-to-weight ratio of 178 hp/ton and a

torque-to-weight ratio of 158 lb-ft/ton.

BMW serves up a new chassis, with 25 per-

cent higher stiffness to go along with tradi-

tional BMW virtues like rear wheel drive and

50/50 weight distribution. The 330i also

has a new engine, with a magnesium-alu-

minum block that trims 22 lb from the spec.

Even better, the new three-liter engine

pumps out 255 hp, with 220 lb-ft of torque.

BMW’s Valvetronic technology is employed

to deliver all this power with improved 

gas mileage. Still, even with a curb weight

of 3417 lb, the BMW can’t compete on 

raw numbers, with a power-to-weight ratio

of 149 hp/ton and torque-to-weight of 

129 lb-ft/ton.

This comparative data in no way prepares

you for the huge differences in driving expe-

rience offered by these cars. The most

noticeable aspect of this comes across

almost immediately, even driving around

town. The BMW is soft, smooth, and heavy

feeling. The Audi is firm, eager, and light. I

mean, we’re almost talking polar opposites

here. Well, not quite, but the contrast is pret-

ty big. It starts with the seats. BMW has

seen fit to redesign its aging sport seats. In

what we suppose was a reluctant move, the

boys in Munich have dropped the age-old

German notion that a solid block of steel is

the ideal model for seat padding. The new

sport seat in the 3 Series is very supportive,

but it is covered in cushy padding that

encourages you to relax a bit the minute

you sit down. This is real progress. Not only

that, but, sacre bleu!, the side bolsters in the

kidney area actually conform to the shape of

the human body, which not only helps in

spirited cornering, but is quite comfortable

(at least for slimmer physiques). The seats

still don’t do much for the upper torso, but

BMW is on the right track. Our only signifi-

cant criticism is that the side bolsters in the

seat bottom cut into the thigh area when

your left leg is on the dead pedal.

THE MORE WE WHEELED AROUND IN THE
330i ,  THE MORE WE CAME TO BEL IEVE THAT
SOME FORM OF MAGIC WAS INVOLVED IN
THE SUSPENSION.  

““

””

BMW 330i vs. AUDI S4
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The seat philosophy extends (and probably

contributes) to the suspension tuning. Of all

the small sedans we’ve driven, the 330i

Sport has the best ride quality, hands down.

It takes bumps with grace and has little

impact harshness, but it never wallows, nor

does it feel disconnected from the road. We

haven’t driven the base 330i, but we did

have to wonder how there could be a more

comfortable suspension version. 

All these thoughts about ride quality made

us pretty nervous about the new car’s han-

dling. Soft and comfy almost always leads to

comments in the test log book like “nautical

turn-in,” “a complete pig,” and “horribly iso-

lated.” Not this time. In fact, the more we

wheeled around in the 330i, the more we

came to believe that some form of magic

was involved in the suspension setup. First

of all, the car turns in quite nicely. No, it isn’t

an Evo VIII, but most people won’t tolerate a

nine-cups-of-Java-is-about-right design. The

chassis also doesn’t seem to roll that much.

And then there is the good old BMW chas-

sis balance. We don’t know if the secret is

the 50/50 weight distribution or the years

of design tweaks that have added a hint of

oversteer. Heck, maybe it’s a pact with the

devil, but whatever it is, this chassis is bal-

anced with a capital “B”.

The more we drove, the more we realized

that roll control on this car is deceptively

brilliant. Remember, the 3 Series Sport has

a conventional suspension, not the active

setup that comes on the Sport version of

the 5 Series. The 330i rolls a little bit, but it

happens in such a controlled fashion that

you don’t notice it. Most cars have an initial

move when turning that signals something

to your brain about how they’re dealing with

the direction change. A very common move

is the “understeer dip,” in which the outer

front corner moves down a bit, and the

inside rear corner comes up. Not fun.

Another classic is the “kayak simulator” in

which the car heels over, sometimes dra-

matically, but then takes a set and stays

there. This can work, though it takes some

time to build trust. In any event, the 330i

rolls so gradually and in such a balanced

and linear way, that your brain almost miss-

es the cue. Very nice.

The combination of a relatively soft suspen-

sion, balance in both physics and tuning,

and sophisticated underpinnings allows the

330i to deliver really entertaining handling.

And yet it doesn’t follow the sports car

model at all. The feel of the car is far more

organic, and far less go-kart, than that. By

organic, we mean that the car moves

around quite a bit as you turn left and right,

prod the accelerator, and hit the brakes, but

it always feels supremely connected and

controlled. The control here is fluid, though,

not mechanical and unbending. The 330i is

like a mature blues singer, full of swing and

soul, not a young classical pianist, still aim-

ing at a “flawless” performance. The fun

comes in constantly managing the dancing

of the chassis without having to fight a lot of

unhappy surprises.

REAR LEGROOM 

REAR HEADROOM 

REAR MIDDLE PASSENGER 

TRUNK SPACE

STEREO QUALITY

CONTROL USABILITY

BMW 330i Audi S4 The rest of the BMW band isn’t quite as

good as the lead singer. The steering is fine,

but feels a little dead and non-linear right

around center. The new BMW straight-six

sounds nice, but is buried under too much

sound deadening to really contribute to the

experience (to help you calibrate this com-

ment, it is quieter here than in the 5 Series).

And we never quite escaped the feeling that

the good parts of the suspension could be

even better if the car were slightly tauter. If

this were the base car, we’d understand, but

this is the sport suspension, where buyers

willingly give up some ride quality for a little

more edge.

Those looking for a little more edge can cer-

tainly find it in the S4. As with the BMW, the

seats telegraph the suspension’s basic phi-

losophy. They’re straight from the traditional

German mold, with hard padding and rela-

tively flat surfaces. Likewise, the springs and

dampers are quite firm, at least two levels

beyond the settings on the 330i, and tighter

than we remember on the early ’05 S4. As a

result, the Audi doesn’t roll much, though it

can’t completely hide the fact that there is

more weight up front than in back. Just as

BMWs tend to have a hint of oversteer in

their DNA, the S4 has just a dash of the

understeer of most Audis. 

But the overwhelming sense is that the S4

is a taut, agile, and willing partner in cut-

and-thrust runs or dashes through the

twisties. Combine this with lower steering

effort than you’ll find on the 330i, and the

Audi feels lighter on its feet, despite carry-

ing an extra 400 lb.

The tradeoff with the Audi’s tautness is that

it doesn’t feel quite as communicative about

what the tires are doing as the BMW. The

THE OVERWHELMING SENSE IS  THAT
THE S4 IS  A TAUT,  AGILE,  AND WILL ING
PARTNER IN CUT AND THRUST RUNS
OR DASHES THROUGH THE TWISTIES.

““

””

BMW 330i vs. AUDI S4



BMW is more like a novel, full of

character development, while the

Audi is more film-like, winning you

over with vivid action.

That sense of vivid action is ampli-

fied by the engine. As you’d expect,

the S4 is significantly punchier than

the 330i. Not that the 330i is slow,

but you have to keep the revs up above

3000 to really find the sweet spot. The S4’s

V-8 likes to rev too, but you can easily feel

the additional torque it provides between

2000 and 3000 rpm. Down low, the 330i

feels very elastic, while the S4 is snappier.

At the same time, the Audi’s DOHC V-8 is no

small-block Chevy. If you want really big low-

end grunt, you need to go straight to the

Cadillac CTS-V. The Audi’s drivetrain does

offer a splendid combination of power, lin-

earity, and refinement, and we thought its

character fit almost perfectly with the short

wheelbase agility of the chassis setup.

Both of these cars are superb; Winding
Road sport sedans. The BMW’s essence is

that of a luxury sport sedan. Its subtle but

complex sporting character has an intellec-

tual appeal, and as a result it seems likely to

provide long-term satisfaction. The Audi

parades its sporting character more openly,

but the S4 is very refined and so serves per-

fectly well cruising around town or for a

night at the opera. While we can argue that

both cars are excellent, we’d also bet that

they’d polarize any group of people who

drove them. Just like some other tough deci-

sions: Chardonnay or Cabernet? Eric Clapton

or Stevie Ray? 
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BMW

300i

$36,300

$41,395

(includes: Sport Package, Premium Package)

I-6

3.0 liters

DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder

255 hp @ 6600 rpm

220 lb-ft @ 2750 rpm

149 hp/ton

129 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, rear-wheel drive

6-speed manual

Variable assist power

Power, ABS

225/40 R18 front, 255/35 R18 rear, runflat

108.7 in

178.2 in

71.5 in

55.9 in

5 passenger

3417 lb

6.1 sec

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Audi

S4

$46,100

$52,995

(includes: Audio Package, Premium Package,

Heated Seats)

V-8

4.2 liters

DOHC, 5 valves per cylinder

340 hp @ 7000 rpm

302 lb-ft @ 3500 rpm

178 hp/ton

158 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, all-wheel drive

6-speed manual 

Variable assist power

Power, ABS

235/40 R18

104.3 in

180.6 in

76.3 in including mirrors

56.2 in

5 passenger

3825 lb

5.3 sec

15 mpg

21 mpg

n/a

n/a

n/a

Manufacturer
Model

U.S. Base Price
Price as Tested

ENGINE:
Type

Displacement
Valvetrain 

Max Power
Max Torque

Power:Weight
Torque:Weight

CHASSIS:
Drivetrain Layout 

Transmission
Steering
Brakes
Tires

DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase

Length
Width
Height

Passenger Config
Curb Weight

PERFORMANCE:
0–60

EPA City Mileage
EPA Hwy Mileage

Emission Certification
NHTSA Crash Rating

NHTSA Rollover Rating

BMW 330i vs. AUDI S4



Clockwise From top: Caterham 7,
Lotus Elise, Mercedes SL65 AMG,
Bentley Continental GT

PHILOSOPHY
EXAM
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“WHAT’S IT LIKE TO DRIVE A CAR WITH
MORE THAN 550 HORSEPOWER?”
At first, it seemed like an innocent enough question.

As we filled white board after white board with edi-

torial plans for 2005, we kept coming back to that

question as one that we, the ever responsible motor-

ing journalists, simply had to answer. You know, for

the sake of scientific progress. For the good of

mankind. Not that we were actually interested, mind

you. We’re above that sort of thing. But for our read-

ers’ peace of mind, no sacrifice is too great.

Part of the seduction of the 550-horsepower 

question is that it triggers a whole set of additional,

almost philosophical, questions about the state of

modern car design. First off, is big power really a

good path to real-world driver satisfaction? Our 

readers’ letters suggest many people assume it is.

We, on the other hand, have argued to the 

contrary. To fully answer that question you must

assess the tradeoffs in putting big powerplants in

cars. What are these tradeoffs, and how severe are

they given modern technology? And what do the

world’s car makers wrap around such a prodigious

amount of power?

Before taking off on our journey to answer such

queries, we should mention something about our

selection of the 550-hp benchmark. It goes without

saying for car enthusiasts that 550 hp is a lot of

power. Depending on definitions, there are only six

production cars on sale in the United States with

that power level. Four of them, the Ford GT, the

Lamborghini Murciélago, the Porsche Carrera GT,

and the Mercedes McLaren SLR, are supercar

designs. Very nearly racing cars adapted for the

street, these cars offer a phenomenal driving experi-

ence, but one that is limited to certain kinds of roads

and driving. And, frankly, we think the assessment of

1
PPaarrtt  

Mercedes-Benz SL65 AMG &

Bentley Continental GT
by Bill Campbell photography Andrew Yates
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power in those designs awaits the upcoming

challenge of the Ferrari F430 and the BMW

M5/M6. For now, we were curious about

what happens when you mix big power with

a more all-around usable design. That leaves

you with two choices: the Bentley

Continental GT or the Mercedes-Benz SL65

AMG.

These two cars bring a few other benefits to

the table besides power. The Continental GT is

the first all-new car to emerge from the new

Bentley Motors after BMW and VW/Audi split

up the old Rolls Royce/Bentley assets.

Bentley, of course, had a rich tradition in the

1920s at LeMans. Even the antiquated

Bentleys of the 1990s had a character and

presence that you’d find in few other cars.

Marrying this character with the advanced

technology of Audi (including the unusual W-

12 turbocharged engine and all-wheel drive)

would seem heavenly. We decided we

needed some serious drive time in the

Continental GT. Just as alluring are certain

aspects of Mercedes’ lowest priced entry

into the 550-hp sweepstakes. Consider this:

the SL65 delivers more torque — 738 lb-ft —

than any other production car on sale in the

United States, as of this writing. Not only

that, the SL65’s torque is so high that it has

the best torque-to-weight ratio of all current

production cars. So we felt duty bound to

check out the SL65 as well as the Bentley.

To start out, we spent several days driving each

car under normal circumstances — 

to the office, downtown to a club, to restau-

rants, and to Starbucks for the caffeine to help

us hit the next deadline. We wanted 

to get a read on what each car was up to before

we did our standard Winding 
Road loops. Walking up to the Continental GT,

opening the door, sitting down, and then firing

the engine gives a pretty decent read on

Bentley’s intent. The first thing you’ll notice is

the sheer presence of the thing. The

Continental GT combines grace and menace to

a degree that is unusual if not unique. It isn’t

huge and doesn’t do the elder statesman thing.

It is far cooler and sexier than that. But at the

same time, it isn’t working with pure feminine

or technological beauty, either. It is more at the

boundary of the Middle Ages and the

Renaissance.

The door is massive, and the interior is a bounty

of leather, wood, and chrome. Again, not

exactly beautiful, but loaded with the sense of

substance and occasion. The seats are firm, but

cushy, and you sit up rather high, so as to look

down on your minions below as you pass by.

When you fire up the engine, the exhaust emits

a low but very refined rumble, suggesting that

the W-12 is capable of great things. Once

underway, the Bentley feels solid and impor-

tant. The car seems large, though in many ways

the sensation is more substantial than heavy.

The wheel is thick, the steering isn’t terribly

light, and the car’s motions are deliberate. At

the same time, the big motor dishes out plenty

of torque at low rpms, and doesn’t seem to

breathe hard doing it. So, with this much

power, you just don’t sense that you’re driving a

car in the SUV weight category. The suspen-

sion is quite firm as well, so the Continental GT

skips the rolling and pitching that often go

along with extra weight.

COVER STORY: PHILOSOPHY EXAM 1

WHEN YOU FIRE UP THE ENGINE, THE EXHAUST
EMITS A LOW BUT VERY REFINED RUMBLE,
SUGGESTING THAT THE W-12 IS CAPABLE OF
GREAT THINGS.””

““
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All of that is fine stuff, though only a 

degree or two up from what you’ll find in

many top-end sedans. So, in an urban set-

ting, the big deal is probably that you’ll

notice a lot of people looking at you and your

car. The valet will leave your car in front, for

sure. Other people will drive badly in your

presence. And you’ll get lots of questions,

not only about the car, but also comments

along the lines of, “I didn’t know you’d done

an IPO.” 

The SL65 does none of this. Of course, since

it looks almost identical to the base, rela-

tively common, $92K SL500, what would

you expect? Some of the AMG cognoscenti

will notice, but the SL65 travels much more

anonymously than the Continental GT. That

isn’t to say that the SL is a bad design — far

from it. The exterior is still quite striking, and

the interior is both attractive and well crafted

(and in some cases the materials are higher

quality if less glitzy than those in the

Bentley). But cruising along, the SL65 just

lacks the sense of specialness that you get

with the Continental GT. 

Around town, the SL65 is comfortable, with

less ride harshness than a typical sports car,

though the suspension is still pleasingly firm.

The steering has a dead zone on center,

which makes cruising less interesting than it

might be. At least the SL65 serves up the

same marvelous folding metal roof as all SLs

for the occasional springtime drive through

the wine country.

We quickly tired of this cruising exercise, in

part because neither car was communicat-

ing much to us. So Chris, Tom, and I headed

out for several hundred miles of highways,

sweepers, and twisties in the Hill Country

outside WR world headquarters.

I started out in the Bentley. Going down my

basic mental checklist, I found that the

engine pulled satisfyingly from low rpm, at

least once you get out of first gear (which

seems, even at moderate throttle, to gag the

engine with some kind of limiter). Of course

with 479 lb-ft of torque, you’d expect some

grunt. Beyond that, turn-in felt reasonably

sharp at low g levels and cornering was com-

mendably flat. I also liked the fact that the

suspension tuning didn’t seem all rubbery

and isolated. This car isn’t wallowy, and

that’s not just because we had the suspen-

sion set to maximum sport and the tires

inflated for high speed.

That said, I found myself struggling to find

the soul of the car. At first I assumed that

Bentley was trying to do something really dif-

ferent from the cars on our normal diet,

which includes sports cars, sports sedans,

and the like. Then again, usually when you

run into something really different, it stands

out and you can put your finger on it.

Anyway, I tossed the keys to Chris and

jumped into the SL65. Let him figure it out.

The SL65 presents a clearer picture. The

SL65 story, as you might expect, features

the amazing bi-turbo V-12 as the lead 

character. What becomes immediately

apparent is that AMG’s biggest and baddest

THE SL65 DELIVERS MORE TORQUE–738 LB
FT.–THAN ANY OTHER PRODUCTION CAR ON
SALE IN THE UNITED STATES. ””

““
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motor is radically different from most other

big, bad motors. 

I first noticed this about five minutes into a

section of four-lane highway. We were doing

about 55 mph when I came up on a slow

moving pickup towing a trailer. I’m pretty

sure my thought at the time was, “I’ll just

ease around him,” so I gave the SL65 what

seemed like the normal half-throttle for a

gentle pass. The only thing is, with 738 lb-ft

on tap, half throttle is not normal. Actually, in

SL65 speak, half throttle means you’re firmly

planted in your seat, almost instantaneously

crossing the 90-mph mark, having passed

trailer, pickup, and the next three cars.

Honestly, I couldn’t stop thinking 

about what would happen if I got the throttle

near the floor.

We had to switch cars shortly after I began

pondering that question, so Tom had the

next stint in the SL65. When he got out, his

eyes were pretty much like saucers. The

semi-coherent phrases tumbled out like they

would from a person in shock. Stuff like,

“Half-throttle seriously fast,” and, “Just rolled

into the throttle and I lit up the ESP coming

out of three different corners,” and, pre-

dictably, “I’m almost afraid to floor it.”

Still, that doesn’t capture what is amazing

about the SL65’s V-12. I realized this as I got

back into the SL and did a series of accelera-

tion runs coming out of corners. To under-

stand what I mean, consider two other cars

capable of amazing acceleration. First, the

Dodge Viper, which you will note is ranked

number two on our torque-to-weight chart.

Get into the throttle and it pulls like crazy.

Mash the throttle and you’re in roller coaster

land. Your stomach is sending high-band-

width signals to your brain that are an

encoded version of, “We’re going to die.” If

you can break away from that thought for a

moment, you’ll also notice that the engine is

blaring at heavy-metal levels and the vibra-

tion is measurable on the Richter scale. The

Car Weight (lb) Horsepower hp/ton Torque lb-ft/ton

Mercedes-Benz SL65 4473 604 270 738 330

Dodge Viper 3380 500 296 525 311

Mercedes-McLaren SLR 3734 617 330 575 308

Porsche Carrera GT 3042 605 398 435 286

Lamborghini Murciélago 3750 572 305 479 255

Corvette C6 Coupe 3179 400 252 400 252

Mercedes-Benz SL55 4235 493 233 516 244

Porsche 996 Turbo 3505 415 236 415 237

Ferrari 575 3815 515 270 434 228

Ferrari F430 3197 481 301 343 215

Ferrari 612 4056 540 266 434 214

Lamborghini Gallardo 3560 493 277 376 211

Porsche Carrera S 3131 355 227 295 188

Bentley Continental GT 5258 552 210 479 182

Sports Car Torque: Weight Ratios

COVER STORY: PHILOSOPHY EXAM 1
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Porsche 911 Turbo, at least when the turbos

hook up, can do similar things, though the

sonics are more jet fighter and the proceed-

ings more refined. 

The SL65 looks down on this as if laughing

at boyish pranks. The SL can get your stom-

ach going, too, yet it is almost unearthly in

the way that you rocket forward in near

silence. Sure, you get all the normal car

sounds of tire noise and wind noise. But, par-

ticularly in the magical part-throttle band,

you could be convinced that Mercedes has

used its engineering prowess to build the

first nuclear-powered car. As you press

harder, you can hear some of the proceed-

ings under the hood, but overall the SL65

doesn’t seem to have to work very hard to

accelerate really quickly.

Intending to switch back to the Bentley, I

took the keys from Chris, who looked con-

fused. The best he could do was to mutter,

“Weird,” and walk toward lunch. Over

Rueben sandwiches, we tried to sort out our

difficulty with the Bentley. Some of the prob-

lem comes from the fact that the car flies in

the face of expectations. The biggest sur-

prise is that the handling is pretty good. It

turns out that we were all somewhat afraid

of flinging that much mass through twisty

and bumpy corners, but in reality the car just

hangs on. The suspension is very well con-

trolled, and considering that we picked some

of the roads we drove because they chal-

lenge the most agile sports cars, the Bentley

went through this exercise with aplomb.

Our confusion about the Continental GT

would be easily sorted out by thinking of it

as an elegant sports car, except for a few lit-

tle details. While the suspension is well con-

trolled, the roll center of the Bentley is

higher than in some cars. The suspension is

also tuned slightly in the understeer direc-

tion, with the result that the car dips its nose

and lifts its tail when entering a corner with

vigor. The handling is balanced after that ini-

tial point, particularly when using the paddle

shifter and modulating the throttle. But you

never get over that initial feeling of discom-

fort entering a corner. 

The Continental GT also communicates

selectively about spirited driving. You don’t

get that much sense of what the tires are

doing from either the steering wheel or the

suspension. At the same time, the bushings

and dampers are fairly firm, so you don’t feel

like everything is missing. In some ways, 

the Bentley’s chassis is silent like the SL65’s

engine. It goes about its work effectively, but

doesn’t feel the need to tell you much about

what it is doing.

So it’s a well-engineered GT, except that 

on typical highway stretches the Bentley 

doesn’t seem completely poised. It isn’t as

planted as some cars, nor is the ride quality

at another level from mere luxury sedans. 

At the same time, the midrange passing is

spectacular. Sure, it lacks some of the

SL65’s spectacular thrust, but overall it is

more linear and predictable. We were

expecting a bit more Bentley and we got a

bit more sports car.

Taking the keys to the SL65 from Tom, I

found that he had finally unscrewed the

nerve to get the throttle all the way down.

Trying the same experiment, I found that this

wasn’t quite as much fun as the part throttle

stuff because I got the typical sequence of: 

I COULDN’T STOP THINKING WHAT WOULD 
HAPPEN IF I GOT THE THROTTLE NEAR THE FLOOR.””““

COVER STORY: PHILOSOPHY EXAM 1
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mash throttle, decelerating pause while auto

downshifts two gears, then sudden arrival 

of massive thrust, head hits headrest, and

engine thrums away. Kind of like fried 

rattlesnake — you do it once to say you did it,

but it’s not the stuff of steady diets.

Getting down to more enjoyable twisty driv-

ing, I found that the SL65 felt light by com-

parison with the Bentley. The SL had flatter

cornering and seemed more anxious to

rotate in a turn, as you’d expect with a

shorter wheelbase. On the other hand, the

SL65 was more easily upset by mid-turn

bumps and power near the exit. The rear sus-

pension felt a little soft, as indicated by sev-

eral incidents of hitting the bump stops. In

this regard it is similar to the Corvette,

though the ‘Vette has higher limits thanks to

better suspension tuning and lower weight.

The SL didn’t feel quite as isolated as the

‘Vette though. Unfortunately, the SL65 is

marred by an automatic that can’t be pro-

grammed to hold the selected gear. Who

needs an unexpected downshift to further

unsettle the suspension? 

With catalytic converters pinging, we

stopped for a Coke and tried to sum all this

up. The easy part is that big power has its

pleasures, and at this level manages to over-

come the mass of these cars. If you owned

either of these cars, you’d find yourself exe-

cuting passing maneuvers just for fun. The

more important insight may be that huge

power in a heavy car can mean relaxed but

still amazing part-throttle acceleration. Some

sports cars that are more tightly wound don’t

do this very well, despite being equally adept

when pressed full-on. 

While there’s certainly room for dissent on

this, we’d also say that the level of accelera-

tion achieved by the SL65 is hard to use on

the street. You get way beyond comfortable

and safe speeds very quickly. That means the

fun is over really fast. Think about other fun

things — did you want those to be over and

done with quickly? 

On most roads throttle response, control

feel, power linearity, and sound are all more

important aspects of real-world driving

pleasure. You see this when comparing the

Continental GT to the SL65. You wonder

why the Bentley’s drivetrain is more fun to

use and then you realize it’s because the

Bentley’s transmission is more controllable,

the paddles are much better designed, and

the power is delivered more linearly. The

SL65’s extra power can’t trump those differ-

ences. In fact, you’re so rarely into the throt-

tle the whole way that there isn’t much real

power difference.

As we said at the outset, if you’re going to

add a lot of weight to a sporting vehicle, the

weight should be there for a reason. In the

case of the SL65, that reason seems to be a

comfortable, refined, mature-looking and

very quiet vehicle that is also still entertain-

ing to drive fast on any road. The details of

M-B’s approach seem drawn from what we’d

call “sports car minus.” The idea is to start

with lots of power, and then wrap this in a

package that subtracts all the potentially

offending aspects of sports cars — noise and

harshness being at the top of the list.

Unfortunately, in the case of the SL65, the

COVER STORY: PHILOSOPHY EXAM 1
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Mercedes-Benz

SL65 AMG

$182,820

$182,820

V-12, twin-turbocharged

6.0 liters

SOHC, three valves per cylinder

604 hp @ 5500 rpm

738 lb-ft @ 2000 rpm

270 hp/ton

330 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, rear-wheel drive

5-speed automatic, semi-manual mode

Variable power

Power, ABS

255/35 ZR19 front, 285/30 ZR19 rear

100.8 in

178.5 in

71.5 in

51.0 in

2 passenger

4473 lb

4.2 sec

12 mpg

19 mpg

n/a

n/a

n/a

Bentley Motors

Continental GT

$156,285

$156,285

W-12, twin-turbocharged

6.0 liters

DOHC, four valves per cylinder

552 hp @ 6100 rpm

479 lb-ft @ 1600 rpm

210 hp/ton

182 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, all-wheel drive

6-speed automatic, manual mode

Variable power

Power, ABS

275/40 ZR19

108.1 in

189.1 in

75.4 in

54.7 in

2 + 2

5258 lb

4.7 sec

11 mpg

18 mpg

EU4

n/a

n/a

Manufacturer
Model

U.S. Base Price
Price as Tested

ENGINE:
Type

Displacement
Valvetrain 

Max Power
Max Torque

Power:Weight
Torque:Weight

CHASSIS:
Drivetrain Layout 

Transmission
Steering
Brakes
Tires

DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase

Length
Width
Height

Passenger Config
Curb Weight

PERFORMANCE:
0–60

EPA City Mileage
EPA Hwy Mileage

Emission Certification
NHTSA Crash Rating

NHTSA Rollover Rating

steering, suspension, and transmission that

result from this approach lack the ability to

create much involvement. It’s a pity that

these details seem so small.

In the case of the Continental GT, we think

the weight is there because Bentley dreamed

of a car that would do it all — space, solidity,

comfort, and pace. In an analytical sense,

much of the agenda was achieved. But this

huge agenda adds a lot of weight and works

against itself. The weight certainly doesn’t

aid acceleration. The car looks great, but

you’d think it could look equally great if it

weighed 700 lb less. The back seat isn’t big

enough for adults for very long, and, anyway,

big four-door sedans weigh far less. When it

comes to driving feel, the Bentley epitomizes

solidity, but also has relatively characterless

dynamics. That may be the point, but to us

it’s almost as if the big powerplant allowed

the goals for the Continental to grow until

the engineering effort buckled under its 

own weight.  

Perhaps, as they say, “Power corrupts, and

absolute power corrupts absolutely.” 

COVER STORY: PHILOSOPHY EXAM 1
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Oh, to go back when cars were pure! Back

then — whenever that was — it was just you,

an engine, and the road. There was nothing

to save you from your own foolhardy driv-

ing. Cars were light, flimsy, and often quite

scary. And they were awesome, characterful

beasts at their best. Low weight meant big

acceleration, even with relatively small

motors, and electrifying handling. At least

that’s how we remember it.

Today, most cars are boring, isolated, and

easy to drive. That isolation stems from the

addition of sound deadening, active suspen-

sions, traction control, stability control,

airbags, crumple zones, subframes, and, in

the end, weight. 

But two cars have managed to survive the

mass-market isolation binge: the Lotus Elise

and the Caterham Seven. Interestingly they

have similar parentage, that is, Colin

Chapman and Lotus. Naturally, the semi-

intrepid road test staff at Winding Road
wished to know exactly what has come of

the historical focus of Lotus on low weight,

efficiency, and superb handling. Was this a

niche market endeavor, an interesting side-

note, but not for everyday drivers? Or should

high power-to-weight ratios and low mass

really worry supercars with three times the

cylinders and four times the price? And

most of all, are these Lotus descendents

really WR kinds of cars?

The first of these featherweight, supercar-

worrying automobiles, the Caterham Seven,

originally known as the Lotus Seven, was

designed as a sports racer by Chapman’s

fledgling company in the ‘50s. It has since

become an icon and is known as one of the

greatest driver’s cars ever made. In 1973

the rights and tooling were sold to

Caterham, whch has kept the simple and

elegant design intact to this day. It has

made a few changes, namely the two

options with which our test car is fitted: the

semi-independent De Dion rear axle and the

slightly wider and longer SV body. This

model is known as the Roadsport SV. As you

may also know from our Caterham build

reports, the car is only available as a kit.

2
PPaarrtt  PHILOSOPHY
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Caterham 7 & Lotus Elise
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Since the Lotus days, of course, Caterham

has had to keep updating the powertrain to

maintain availability and to comply with

modern emissions standards. For our Seven,

we chose the Ford Focus SVT engine con-

nected to a Ford Sierra five-speed gearbox.

The Focus SVT engine has 170 hp and 145

lb-ft of torque, which doesn’t sound like

much. But here’s where the ghost of Colin

Chapman comes in: the Seven weighs

1440 lb. As a result, on WR’s famous Sports

Car Torque: Weight Ratios ranking chart

(page 26), the Caterham’s 236 hp/ton is

tied with the Porsche 996 Turbo (415 hp),

and sits just ahead of the Mercedes-Benz

SL55 AMG (493 hp). Our Roadsport SV test

car is a little less impressive when you look

at torque-to-weight, but at 201 lb-ft/ton it

sits just behind the Lamborghini Gallardo

and ahead of the Porsche Carrera S. And, of

course, Chapman knew that when it came

to changing directions, or stopping, the 

low weight of the car should be a 

distinct  advantage. 

What could be called the Caterham’s great

granddaughter, the Lotus Elise, is our sec-

ond car. In Ferrari terms, this Caterham-

Lotus comparison would be akin to pitting a

250 GTO against an Enzo. Like the Enzo,

the Elise has traces of modern technology. A

rev-happy Variable Valve Timing and Lift

(VVTL-i) equipped Toyota engine, along with

air conditioning, airbags, power windows,

and a stereo, make the Lotus a bit of a lux-

ury car compared to the Caterham, but most

of the Elise’s modern effects are to satisfy

U.S. regulations (some of which the

Caterham is not subject to as a kit car).

The Toyota engine pumps out 190 hp and

138 lb-ft of torque in this application. Despite

the added bits, the Elise is still a Lotus, and

tips the scales at 1999 lb. That means it sits

just ahead of the Porsche Boxster S, in

power-to-weight. The weak spot of the car,

from a spec standpoint, is that its 138 lb-

ft/ton ties the Elise for last place on our cur-

rent list with the base Porsche Boxster. 

Try climbing into the Elise and you are vis-

cerally reminded that it still holds to Lotus’

no-compromises philosophy. The thick sill

and waist-high roofline make graceful

ingress and egress essentially impossible.

You may look good rolling up in an Elise, but

you won’t getting out of it. 

Once in, the car is quite comfortable. The

driving position is good, but visibility, fore

and aft, is far from it. Stab the starter button

and the little four rumbles into life. It’s not a

particularly wonderful sounding lump, being

strangely reminiscent of a badly modified

Civic. And, while higher revs do bring on

smoother, more mature noises, it’s still a far

cry from the operatic song you might expect

of its stratospheric redline. And you will

need to rev the engine quite a bit, with the

power peak coming at 7800 rpm and the

torque peak at 6800 rpm.

At lower revs, around town say, you will

notice another phenomenon. The Elise gets

noticed. It isn’t quite in the territory of a

Ferrari or a Bentley, but it is close. We’re

talking camera phones being pointed at you

while in motion, and the near guarantee of

questions at the gas station or while waiting 

THE ELISE’S SHIFTER FEELS SO MECHANIZED
IT’S AS IF YOU’RE ACTUALLY PUSHING THE
GEARS INTO PLACE WITH YOUR FINGERS.””

““
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for a stop light. The most interesting part of this

is the assumption that a) as a Lotus and b) as a

clearly exotic looking car, the Elise must be far

more expensive than it is. We had several peo-

ple ask the price, and when we said, “Forty-

eight,” they said, “Hmmm, $148,000, that’s

about what I thought.” Seriously, the Elise must

go down as the lowest priced exotic new car

available. By far.

That isn’t the point of course. The feel of the car

is. Thankfully, when you grab first gear and pull

away, the purity of the car is instantly recogniza-

ble. The shifter feels so mechanized it’s as if

you’re actually pushing the gears into place with

your fingers. It doesn’t have tight, Germanic pre-

cision, but you can hear and feel everything that

is going on. This is quite an achievement, and

would seem more significant if the Caterham’s

shifter didn’t provide a similar sensation and a

shorter throw. 

The Elise’s road feel is also telepathic, not only

through the unassisted steering, but also

straight from the chassis. Pick up the pace a bit

and it gets far better. The shifter’s long throw is

a non-issue and the clutch and gas are easy to

modulate, as they should be with such a low-

torque engine. The steering, which at low

speeds felt a bit light and lacked any centering

force, loads up nicely as you push harder, all the

while giving uncanny levels of feedback through

the wheel. The unassisted setup allows you to

feel the front tires gripping and ungripping in

subtle understeer as the car flies through a cor-

ner. The confidence this inspires, even at moder-

ate speeds, is a thrill.

Because of all the tactile feedback, it’s difficult

to fault the car for understeering a bit. With the

Elise, understeer is just a literal description of

the slip angles, not a code word for a series of

unpleasant sensations like the front corner dip-

ping gracelessly and the chassis squirming

around. The chassis itself is rock solid, and the

low mass of the car seems unperturbed by

bumps and changes in direction.

The crucial sensation of the Elise comes from

the way it seems to be rotating around your

spinal cord, coupled with the superb feedback

from the steering and chassis. This makes it very

easy to sense and understand the car’s attitude

in the corner. As clichéd as it may sound, it’s as

if car and driver are fused into one being, allow-

ing minute adjustments in steering and throttle

to happen seamlessly throughout a corner. 

By virtue of its much heavier helm, the

Caterham’s steering fails to transmit quite as

much feedback. Were not talking night and day,

and the Caterham easily trumps anything with

power steering. Its rack is also quicker than the

Elise’s and seems to have ironed out some of

the on-center wobbliness of the Lotus. Linearity

on center is difficult to achieve, and the

Caterham’s steering does the same thing at

three degrees off center as at 25 degrees. 

You forget that simple mechanisms have 

their beauty.

WITH THE CATERHAM’S LONG NOSE, RAISED
HEADLIGHTS, AND TURNING FRONT FENDERS,
YOU CAN IMAGINE YOURSELF IN A BYGONE
ERA QUITE EASILY.””

““
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Any enthusiast worth his mettle can tell
you that British electronics aren’t worth
their metal — literally. Even the Germans
have had some difficulty making “British”
cars (i.e., Bentley, Rolls, Mini) with good
computers. Of course, real British cars
have done worse — think flaming Healey
dashboards and you start to get the idea.
So imagine what happened when the
neophytes at Winding Road HQ had to
install a British wiring loom.

Actually, I’ll just tell you. The WR Caterham

Seven project car is not buried in a pile of

ashes, nor have I electrocuted Collin (the

other half of the WR Caterham build team).

But our trying to second-guess the manu-

facturer’s wiring instruction did slow down

our progress — as did an antifreeze

shower, but more on that later.  

Our first sin was wiring the fuel pump con-

trol module (FPCM) to the plug for the

reverse light. Let me explain: The Ford

motor’s FPCM is designed to be wired

between the Rover wiring loom that comes

installed with the car and the fuel pump

itself. When the car is shipped the wiring

loom and fuel pump are plugged directly

into each other, leaving us to decide

whether to use an empty plug —  which

turns out to be for the reverse light — or an

occupied plug. Generally, we tend not to

tamper with the things the factory has

already done for us, so we picked the

empty plug. Go figure. It took a call to Cody

at Caterham USA, who undoubtedly sees

this problem often, to straighten us out. 

Once the fuel pump was functional, we

were instructed to disconnect part of the

engine control unit so that the motor

wouldn’t actually fire up, and crank it

over until oil pressure registered. But this

wasn’t going so well for us, as in zero oil

pressure. Incidentally, there was a small

plug coming from the wiring loom, labeled

“OPG,” which we had neglected to use,

figuring it was not crucial and we’d get to

it a bit later. 

When we got to searching for oil pressure

though, it came to mind: O for oil possibly?

And — yes! — P must be for pressure! Then

G for gauge… and that’ll be the answer to

our problems. After we plugged in the 

OPG sensor, we also had to deal with a

rather complex job of installing unions,

caps, hoses, and Teflon tape to actually get

the oil to the unit. But then we finally had

oil pressure, and the engine was ready to

go vroom!

I won a coin toss, so I jumped into the

cockpit and prepared for the ignition

sequence. I stuck in the clutch, put the

shifter in neutral, and even applied the

brakes (though the car was still on blocks).

I turned the key to ON, waited for the

whine and ding from the fuel pump, and

twisted. It spun and droned and spun and

droned, but alas, no vroom.

Oh bother, what now? I was stubborn

enough to try it once more, only to find

that, with a throaty growl, it rumbled to life.

Some four-bangers sound as if they really

would rather be V-8’s, but just end up

sounding like a overgrown weed trimmers.

In contrast, the Focus SVT unit, with the

Caterham exhaust, has a deep, scruffy

growl all its own, like no I-4 I’ve ever heard.

I’m not entirely sure if that’s because I was

so happy to hear anything at all from the

engine bay or if the car really sounded

good, but either way we were ecstatic.

Our baby was alive. After some tedious

interior and exterior cosmetic work, involv-

ing rivets, snaps, buttons, screws, durable

dot fasteners, and even a sewing machine,

it was ready to drive. 

Collin was allowed to do the next honors —

the first drive. Just for paranoia’s sake, we

ran it with the bonnet off so that we could

quickly see, diagnose, and repair any 

problems that arose in the brand new

engine bay. To my surprise, everything 

was going smoothly. About a half-mile into

it, we stopped for a driver change and I

jumped into the driver’s seat. All of a 

sudden the windshield washers seemed 

to go nuts.

“How do I turn it off? How do I turn it off!

Where’s the button? Turn it off!”

But we hadn’t filled the windshield washer

bottle. I realized the hot shower we were

being treated to must have been coming

from the engine. So I quickly shut down

the engine to investigate the hoses and

found that an undertightened hose clamp

on the thermostat was responsible for the

hemorrhaging of hot antifreeze. The bon-

net-off idea turned out to be a bad one, but

everything was repaired. 

I did the hose repair on the roadside, but

we figured, after that mishap, maybe we

should have the car checked out by the

experts at British Auto in Fort Worth before

any other problems arose. According to

the experts, we had done a decent job of

building the car, although there were some

necessary changes to the routing of the

wiring loom, among others.

Now we have a car. It was, at times, stress-

ful and tedious, but worth every minute to

have the sense of triumph along with the

appreciation of the engineering that goes

into these machines, which we adore. And

yes, I adore this machine.

It’s alive! British wiring loom not withstanding. 
By Tom Martin

Building a Caterham Seven: Part 3

COVER STORY: PHILOSOPHY EXAM 2
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Couple that feel with the Caterham’s unique

driving position and an interesting sensation

occurs. In the Caterham not only do you sit

low and stretched, with all controls (and the

road) easily within reach, you also sit way

back. When, at least in appearance, you’re

that far from the front tires, having steering so

direct, responsive, and communicative 

is startling. 

In the Elise, the car rotates around its driver. In

contrast, by virtue of the distant driving posi-

tion, the Caterham’s driver is at the end of a

swinging rope, the point of rotation some-

where around his feet. This can lead to some

squirrelly feelings, especially considering the

tendency of the Seven toward oversteer and

the slightly aloof rear suspension. Dare we say

it — it’s also great fun. With the long nose,

raised headlights, and turning front fenders,

you can imagine yourself in a bygone era

quite easily.

Though the Elise is hardly comparable to a

Lexus, or even a Ferrari, in ride quality, the

Lotus’ suspension is more compliant than the

Caterham’s. So while the Elise glides

smoothly through a corner, the Seven does so

with a bit less grace, making little skips and

hops when the pavement is really rough. You

might expect the Lotus approach to be prefer-

able, but, in a way, the Caterham’s slight insta-

bility is actually quite involving and, unless you

push too hard, it isn’t 

scarily unstable.

The Caterham does have a far punchier and

better sounding engine and an awesome,

short-throw shifter, but in nearly every cate-

gory the Caterham is, in an analytical sense, a

step behind its distant relative. Nonetheless,

as an overall picture it’s an even purer and

more exhilarating drive.

I believe, in designing the Seven,  Chapman

may have created a set of criteria that said

everything the car does must be felt by at

least two human senses. No car gives more

sensory overload than this one. It’s beautiful,

hot, loud, rough, and even smells great. If

there were some way to eat a car, the

Caterham would taste good. 

In steak terms, it would be a New York strip to

the Elise’s filet mignon. Despite the filet being

widely accepted as the ideal cut, strips tend to

be more flavorful. The Elise is certainly the

more obvious choice in this comparison. It’s

more reliable, safer, more comfortable, and

comes fully built. You could easily see it as a

daily driver, while the Caterham could never

fill that role (in part due to the antediluvian

top, and in many locations because it lacks air

conditioning). But frankly, if those were virtues

we were looking for in this test, there would

be a Camry beating these two like a pair of

bongos. Winding Road cars are about thrills

and passion. What is difficult to convey is that

the Elise certainly has more than a healthy

helping of thrills and passion. In this it exceeds

almost every car currently available, and cer-

tainly pokes fun at many a more expensive

sports car. Strangely then, in this comparison

it becomes clear that even the minimal mod-

ern amenities that Lotus has logically added

have suppressed the car’s purity just a

smidge. The Caterham Seven goes a step fur-

ther in the direction of a pure and breathtak-

ing driving experience. Completely

disregarding practicality and comfort, it

proudly displays and delivers its raw, unadul-

terated thrills like nothing else on the road. 

Lotus

Elise

$42,990

$45,800

I-4

1.8 liters

DOHC, four valves per cylinder

190 hp @ 7800 rpm

138 lb-ft @ 6800 rpm

190 hp/ton

138 lb-ft/ton

Mid engine, rear-wheel drive

6-speed manual mode

Rack-and-pinion, non-power assist

ABS, servo-assisted disc brakes

175/55 R16 front, 225/45 R17 rear

2 passenger

1999 lb

4.9 sec

23 mpg

27 mpg

n/a

n/a

n/a

Caterham

Seven Roadsport SV

$37,545

$40,340

I-4

2.0 liters

DOHC, four valves per cylinder

170 hp @ 7000 rpm

145 lb-ft @ 5500 rpm

236 hp/ton

202 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, rear-wheel drive

5-speed manual 

Rack-and-pinion, non-power assist

9" disc brakes

205/25 R16

2 passenger

1438 lb

4.6 sec

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Manufacturer
Model

U.S. Base Price
Price as Tested

ENGINE:
Type

Displacement
Valvetrain 

Max Power
Max Torque

Power:Weight
Torque:Weight

CHASSIS:
Drivetrain Layout 

Transmission
Steering
Brakes
Tires

Passenger Config
Curb Weight

PERFORMANCE:
0–60

EPA City Mileage
EPA Hwy Mileage

Emission Certification
NHTSA Crash Rating

NHTSA Rollover Rating

COVER STORY: PHILOSOPHY EXAM 2
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As the great philosopher Mr. Miyagi (of

Karate Kid fame) said: “Life about balance.”

Well, we certainly proved that with these

four cars. 

No doubt, the SL65 has an absolutely aston-

ishing and almost unreal level of accelera-

tion. Still, thinking about balance, it’s

probably no secret that we found the

charms of the low mass/low power contin-

gent more beguiling than those of the high

power/high mass group. Some will say

that’s because of the specific cars we chose

for the high power part of the test. The

Bentley Continental GT and the Mercedes

SL 65 are not all-out sports cars and thus

intentionally sacrifice some level of driving

involvement for creature comforts. I can

accept that argument up to a point.

What I think this line of reasoning misses is

the nearly magical connectedness that

really low weight brings to the party. With a

light car, you have far fewer moments when

you consciously or subconsciously sense

that you or the suspension are fighting with

the mass of the car. The point here isn’t

about speed, it is about the tactile impres-

sion the car leaves on your senses. 

Of course, to get the sub-2000 lb weights

that Lotus and Caterham have delivered

requires some serious sacrifice in usability.

The Lotus, for example, has essentially zero

storage space and requires a human

origami act for entry and exit. The Caterham

is really a club racer that can be driven on

the street only in fair weather.

But there is a long way from the Lotus at

1999 lb to, say, the Porsche 911 at 3131

lb. What can the Continental GT, SL65,

Elise, and Seven teach us that might apply

to more practical cars?

One thought is that aiming for low weight

forces the engineering team to search for

simple solutions. We all know that cars have

gotten terribly complex, and we tend to

think of this in the context of electronics.

Bashing iDrive is one thing, but these four

cars also point out that simplicity brings

subjective benefits in control feel that are

huge. These benefits could be delivered in

more useful and therefore heavier vehicles if

simplicity were the goal.

A related thought is that power has a multi-

plicative effect on weight. It is hard to make

a 500-hp car that weighs less than 3000 lb.

McLaren did it with the F1, but it took

advanced materials and a hefty price tag. In

reality, most 500-hp cars are in the 3500 lb

range or higher in part because heavy parts

are needed to handle all that power. Based

on this four-car test, I’d say that this typical

spec might deliver more power than neces-

sary and require too much weight to be

really entertaining on the street. It also isn’t

very efficient.

Of course, we know it is hard to talk torque-

to-weight ratios at a party with your friends.

Even so, we’d love to see a well-engineered

car, with a 2700-lb curb weight, around

300 hp, and 275 lb-ft of torque. You can do

something like this with a turbo four, a V-6,

or a diesel. And for numbers-oriented folks,

we think it could smoke, say, a Lambo

Gallardo or a Carrera S at most tracks.

Life about balance.

The 
Meaning of Life
— Automotive Version

by Bill Campbell

FINAL
EXAM
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Infiniti, along with parent Nissan, has been

on a roll lately. After being acquired by

Renault, Nissan/Infiniti has produced inter-

esting car after interesting car: the 350Z,

the G35 sedan and coupe, and the FX45.

Now comes the latest M45, and we were

curious to see if the new management

team really had the magic or just got lucky

a few times.

Before you consider the M45, it requires a

bit of positioning among its peers. As the

next car up in the Infiniti line from the G35,

you would think of it as a similarly priced

BMW 5 Series or Mercedes-Benz E-Class

competitor. But the M45 is actually closer

in interior size to a 7 Series or S-Class, so

on sheer value, you can see why Infiniti is

selling a lot of cars. Add to that a rich set of

features like keyless ignition, tire pressure

monitoring, and standard side-curtain

airbags, and the value picture expands.

The icing on the cake, for some at least, 

is that the list of options exceeds most of

what the high-snoot Euro cars offer: rear

view video camera, reclining rear seats,

ventilated seats, lane departure warning,

and voice recognition for navigation and

climate control.

All of that’s nice, although honestly it

scares us more than anything. As some

manufacturers have concentrated more

effort on high-tech features, they’ve

seemed to lose focus on driving dynamics.

So, as we approached the M45, we won-

dered if there was really a car beneath the

luxury transport vehicle.

The fact that Infiniti offers a Sport model

gave us hope. The Sport version brings

Nissan’s unusual active rear steering, dat-

ing back to the 300ZX Turbo, to the party.

It also gets special suspension tuning and

19-inch wheels. 

DRIVEN:DRIVEN:

Infiniti M45

By Brooks Holden

The M45 achieves its intent, but does it match yours?
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As soon as we jumped in, we noticed

another indicator that Infiniti was serious

about this car. The M45 sport seats are con-

toured to provide lateral support all the way

up to the shoulder area — which is where you

really need it in spirited driving. Contrast this

with the seats on the 5 Series, which are

hard and flat. Sure, the 5 Series sport seats

have aggressive side bolsters in the seat bot-

tom cushion (where they aren’t that useful),

but the seat is flat up to the bolsters and the

bolsters are so far from your body that this is

a styling exercise more than anything. Infiniti

seems to have considered the seats’ role in

the overall design more seriously. 

Once underway, you’re treated to the big

Infiniti V-8. Infiniti obviously takes pride in 

its engines, and as a result it doesn’t com-

pletely bury them under sound deadening.

The Infiniti engineers also have a knack for

tuning the sound of the engine to seem

gutsy — the sound is more refined than a

pushrod V-8, but has some of the guttural

quality that the great American engines

have. Don’t be mistaken, the M45 engine

isn’t loud by any stretch of the imagination,

but it is there in a pleasant way.

The 4.5-liter motor pumps out 335 hp and

340 lb-ft of torque, which is pretty res-

pectable. However, when you start to look at

how these specs compare to the 545i,

BMW’s top model in its 5 Series, you notice

how a few ticks up on certain specs can

make a big difference in a car’s performance.

For example, the M45 serves up some mass

for the engine to propel — 3995 lb of it. That

gives the M45 167 hp/ton compared with

174 hp/ton for the 545i. Similarly, on the

torque front, the M45 offers 170 lb-ft/ton,

while the 545i has 176 lb-ft/ton. Those

sound like small differences, and they are.

But there’s no getting around the fact that

the 545i, feels significantly gutsier, probably

due to where it makes power in the rev 

band and gearing. Still, coming from the 

top of the line, the 545i is close to $10K

more expensive.

Take the comparison to more similarly 

priced models like the Lexus GS 430

($51,775) and the 530i ($46,500), and 

the M45 has the superior punch. Against 

the Lexus, the difference isn’t huge but it is

noticeable because the two cars share the

same character. 

AS WE APPROACHED THE M45, WE
WONDERED IF THERE WAS REALLY A CAR
BENEATH THE LUXURY TRANSPORT VEHICLE.

““ ””

DRIVEN: INFINITI M45
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The BMW, however, has an entirely different

character — it doesn’t seem that much

slower, but its Six-cylinder is much more rev

happy in the way it goes about things. The

BMW transmission holds gears longer and

leaves the revs higher, and as a result throt-

tle response can seem quicker in the 530i,

but the BMW seems to be working much

harder. Probably because it is. That’s a 

different experience from what Infiniti’s

M45 offers. 

The whole issue of the way the M45 goes

about things sheds a crucial bit of light on

evaluating the car’s handling. One way to

characterize the M45 is that, of the gen-

uinely sporty sedans in the $50,000 range,

it is the most British in its outlook. The M45

strives to be relatively unperturbed when

underway. You could even say it looks down

on the poor commoners that it passes. The

suspension provides plenty of isolation from

the bumps and bruises of the motorway

beneath, and the V-8 has enough torque

and low enough gearing so power is ample,

but always in the background. Like the great

Jaguars and Bentleys, the M45 does this

without wallowing around, rolling and pitch-

ing this way and that. No, no 

that simply wouldn’t do. So the M45 has 

relatively little body roll, and understeer is

well controlled. At the same time, the M45

doesn’t try to conceal its mass. This is a big,

relatively heavy car, and the suspension is

tuned to make the car feel substantial. 

Contrast this with what others are trying to

do. BMW, with the active suspension on the

5 Series, builds a car that feels 200 lb

lighter than it is. The M45 feels no heavier,

but no lighter, than its 4000 lb curb weight.

The Lexus GS, which weighs 250 lb less

than the M45, also feels about as the spec

sheet indicates it would. In contrast, the

Acura RL, which, like the M45, weighs

about 4000 lb, feels heavier than it really is.

OF THE GENUINELY SPORTY SEDANS IN THE
$50,000 RANGE, THE M45 IS THE MOST
BRITISH IN ITS OUTLOOK.

““

””

DRIVEN: INFINITI M45
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SPECIFICATIONS
Infiniti

M45 Sport

$49,550

$53,750 (includes technology package)

V-8 aluminum-alloy block and heads

4.5 liters

DOHC, four valves per cyl, variable

335 hp @ 6400 rpm

340 lb-ft @ 4000 rpm

167.5 hp/ton

170 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, rear-wheel drive

5-speed automatic, manual mode

Variable power, rear active steering

ABS, 12.6 front, 12.1 rear

245/40R19 W-rated

114.2 in

192.6 in

70.8 in

59.5 in

5 passenger

3995 lb

5.7 seconds

17 mpg

23 mpg

n/a

n/a

n/a

Manufacturer
Model
U.S. Base Price
Price as Tested

ENGINE:
Type
Displacement
Valvetrain 
Max Power
Max Torque
Power:Weight
Torque:Weight

CHASSIS:
Drivetrain Layout 
Transmission
Steering
Brakes
Tires

DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase
Length
Width
Height
Passenger Config
Curb Weight

PERFORMANCE:
0–60
EPA City Mileage
EPA Hwy Mileage
Emission Certification
NHTSA Crash Rating
NHTSA Rollover Rating

We found it interesting that the M45’s suspen-

sion tuning is perfectly enjoyable. Turn-in is

good, though not great, but with this wafty

philosophy you wouldn’t want it to be great.

The car rolls a tiny amount just as you enter a

corner and the suspension deals with the car’s

mass, but overall the M45 is pretty flat. When

compared with the GS 430, you realize that

the Lexus suspension seems to be more

tightly controlled, but it also feels a bit clinical.

The M45 suspension is very well controlled,

but it moves around a bit more, communicat-

ing in whispers what is going on. This sort of

texture is actually a bit of fun, without ever

seeming out of character with the general

stateliness of the proceedings. The one thing

we might change is that the steering doesn’t

communicate much of what is going on

around the contact patches. This would add to

the richness of the driving experience, and, as

Jaguar has shown, can be done without letting

too much nastiness creep into the cockpit. 

So, from a Winding Road perspective, your

choice of the M45 or the GS 430 or the 530i

or any other sedan in this class comes down

to two things: coherence and intent. The

Infiniti, Lexus, and BMW each offer pretty

high coherence, which is a rarity in itself. It

can be difficult to achieve because it means

that all the parts of the driving experience

come together to support the particular phi-

losophy or intent of the car. In the case of the

M45, the philosophy behind the design and

engineering align around imperturbability. We

tend to favor the higher involvement philoso-

phies of other models, but after our time in

the M45, we can understand and recom-

mend its charms. 

AFTER OUR TIME
IN THE M45, WE
CAN UNDERSTAND
AND RECOMMEND
ITS CHARMS.

““

””

DRIVEN: INFINITI M45
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“What’s the deal with this list?” In our experience there are only about 50 interesting

driver’s cars on sale. As you get above that number, you start running into cars that

are pretty much hands-down inferior to those already on the list. Some examples of

what didn’t make the cut: Mercedes E500, Porsche Cayenne S, Cadillac STS, Nissan

Armada, Chrysler Crossfire, Audi A8, and many more cars that are too big, too soft,

too tall, too heavy, too dispassionate, or too pointless.

The second big reason is that by comparing cars overall, not by category, you get

some really interesting results. When you look at some of the rankings, you’ll probably

ask, “What are these guys smoking?” We say, “Drive them.”

Our rankings are based mainly on our view of just two questions — is this a good 

driver’s car and is it a good value? Recognizing that practical factors are a reality for

most if not all, we throw in some thoughts about stuff like fuel economy, passenger

comfort, and specialized capabilities as tie-breakers.

PROS: Controlled, agile handling; torquey motor; refined 

CONS: Soft at the edges; styling tries too hard

Best of the Bunch: SLK 350 automatic  

CCaarrss  2200 ––1111
by Richard Chiariavalli, Tom Martin, 

Brooks Holden, Bill Campbell, T.B. Martin

In recent years Mercedes’ cars

have seemed to move away from the

point. Other than the outrageous AMGs,

which often are little more than great

engines, there has been little good to be

found in the M-B lineup for the discerning

driver. But hiding in the shadow of all the

AMG muscle is the new little SLK and — surprise! — it’s a real dri-

ver’s car. The nicely weighted steering and composed, pointy han-

dling of the SLK make it a capable sports car. The seven-speed auto

is a joy, though sticking with the “let’s deviate from standard M-B

practice” theme, you can also get a manual. The added luxury of

Mercedes’ features like AIRSCARF, a folding metal roof, and ESP do

take the edge off the pure driving experience to an extent, but as a

softer, relaxed GT that can handle the occasional romp, it’s still a

compelling choice.

1919 Mercedes-Benz SLK

Power: 268 hp

Torque: 258 lb-ft

0–60: 5.5 sec

Engine: 3.5-liter V-6

Price: $46,970

PROS: The good things about the car

CONS: The not so good things about the car

Best of the Bunch: Our favorite model from

the basic car’s lineup

Power: The peak power of our pick’s engine

Torque: The peak torque of our pick’s engine

0–60: The manufacturer’s claimed 0–60mph

time for the car chosen in “Best of the Bunch”

Engine: The displacement, aspiration, and

cylinder setup of our pick’s engine

Price: The manufacturer’s quoted base price 

for our pick
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While we’re not yet to the top ten of our illustrious list, the cars in this batch are phenomenally strong

and include many of the cars you’d actually go out and buy. That’s because, for some strange reason or

quirk of fate, this group consists almost entirely of cars that are great to drive and offer a dose of 

real-world practicality. So, in a way, this list is our second top ten. Good stuff.

We hope you enjoy the list. Send your accolades, comments, and hate mail to editor@windingroad.com

50
TOP

This car is the standard entry

point for serious capability, refinement,

and poise. You can double or triple the

amount you spend, and not get more of

those qualities, yet almost everything

priced below the M3 gives up something

in at least one of those areas. The M3 engine revs with intent, the

chassis is neutral, and the car is quick. So what’s not to like? First

off, if you crave direct, connected controls, this is not your best bet.

Second, the car feels slightly heavy and isolated compared to some

cars, many below the price of the M3. And, finally, though legions

have praised the BMW straight-six, this one seems strained. These

would be minor quibbles, if the M3’s capability, refinement, and

poise didn’t get your hopes up so high.

2020 BMW M3 

Power: 333 hp 

Torque: 262 lb-ft

0–60: 4.7 sec

Engine: 3.2-liter I-6 

Price: $47,300

PROS: Coherent, practical, good value

CONS: Lacks low-end grunt; slightly soft; engine sound 

could be better

Best of the Bunch: Six-speed coupe
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PROS: Capable chassis; sweet body; willing engine

CONS: Isolated feel; notchy shifter; a bit more torque would be nice

Best of the Bunch: Performance Coupe  

The platform that Ford uses 

for the Volvo S40 and the European Focus

(soon to be the new U.S. Focus) reflects the

benefits of leveraging a big corporate

engineering budget on a world platform.

The R&D money spent on this platform

probably exceeds the sales revenue for most sports cars. None of

that would matter if it weren’t for the fact that Ford has had a magic

touch with this platform, as it did with the prior iteration. You want

balanced, nimble handling? No problem. You want unruffled

handling at the limit, in S-turns with bumps? Done. With the Mazda

3, you can have this for the ridiculously low price of $17K. And for

that price, Mazda gives you an interior competitive with many high-

snoot Euro brands. The four-cylinder, 160-hp Mazda engine is an

earnest partner, though you have to rev it to really get going.

1717

With a strong engine,

balanced handling, and clean but hardly

clinical styling, the 350Z once again

warms our hearts. At the price, it

practically goes in the dictionary next to

the word “value.” Let’s be clear, though:

The big thing here is handling balance. The 350Z, unlike so many

cars, doesn’t seem to crave understeer. And dynamically, the Z is

happy to change direction and takes bumpy turns in stride. The car

feels solidly planted, which is a joy. The engine is a willing partner,

though the horsepower spec may lead you to expect more. If there

is a fly in the ointment, it is in the overall feel of the car. While

improved over the G35 sedan, the Z still has some rubber in the

chassis and as a result seems slightly isolated. The shifter and the

steering are nice, but could be more refined. But to get a better all-

around package you would have to spend about $20K more.

1616 Yeah, yeah. We know it’s an

acquired taste. And we know there’s a big

controversy about all the electronic gizmos —

not only iDrive, but also active suspension

and steering. We say, “Just drive it.” The

previously world-class 5 Series has been

improved. In six-cylinder Sport guise, the new 5 feels lighter, with sharp

reflexes and stunningly flat cornering. The V-8 Sport retains the magic, 

but exchanges imperturbability for lightness and thrust for eagerness. 

The steering is a blast too; different, but a pleasure to use, and with decent

feel. And while most manufacturers force you to take an automatic

transmission, BMW gives you a choice of auto, manual, and sequential

manual! Inside, the accommodations are freshly designed, and the back

seat is plenty roomy for anyone below diplomatic status. The iDrive system

is usable, even if it is in some ways an answer to a question nobody asked.

Even the styling has its merits, though we can’t wait until the current design

staff at BMW is gone. You’ll forget all that once you’re in the driver’s seat.

Nissan 350Z BMW 5 Series

Mazda 3 

Power: 287 hp

Torque: 274 lb-ft 

0–60: 5.9 sec

Engine: 3.5-liter V-6 

Price: $26,700

Power: 325 hp 

Torque: 330 lb-ft 

0–60: 5.6 sec

Engine: 4.4-liter V-8 

Price: $55,800

Power: 160  hp

Torque: 150 lb-ft

0–60: 7.5 sec

Engine: 2.3-liter I-4

Price: $17,175

PROS: State-of-the-art handling; ample power; feels right

CONS: Odd, if engaging looks; too many electronic thingies; ubiquity

Best of the Bunch: 545i Sport SMG

PROS: Nimble, attractive, lively; five-door option  

CONS: A little too refined?

Best of the Bunch: S trim level manual
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1515

Audi has always had some

dynamic issues by virtue of being stuck

with hand-me-down VW platforms.

Normally, a chassis designed for front

wheel drive, with a V-8 slung too far ahead

of the front axle would lead to chronic

understeer and anesthetized steering. You wouldn’t expect the S4 

to be any different, but Audi seems to have learned something

from a fellow German firm with experience in engines on the

wrong side of axles. The S4’s handling somehow works, despite

the fact that the funny weight distribution is obvious. Limited

understeer and a short wheelbase make for decidedly agile han-

dling. But while the result doesn’t always inspire confidence, espe-

cially when compared with an M3 (the design of which feels a bit

too stable), it’s still a hoot to drive with a torque-rich V-8 and a

smattering of character not usually seen from Germany.

PROS: V-8 muscle; room for four; driving experience has character

CONS: Far from textbook dynamics; slightly dead steering feel 

Best of the Bunch: Avant

1818 Audi S4

Power: 340 hp  

Torque: 302 lb-ft  

0–60: 5.5 sec 

Engine: 4.2-liter V-8 

Price: $46,820

TOP 50: CARS 20 –11
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PROS: Thrilling engine; fun; comfort; beauty 

CONS: Relatively large, it’s not the pinnacle of agility; resale

uncertainty 

Best of the Bunch: The base suspension is fine

This thoroughly modern

remake of one of the most significant rac-

ing cars of the ‘60s shows that Ford still

knows how to make great cars. With a fab-

ulously strong powerplant and a gritty

chassis, the GT is high-octane fun. You

might think the controls would be heavy, but they aren’t. And did

we mention the big, fat torque curve? It does lack the last bit of

finesse and sophistication that you get from recent V-8 Ferraris,

and it isn’t as well engineered as the Gallardo, but it has character.

The styling isn’t in the modern idiom, which will be a blessing for

many, but it isn’t just a retro thing either. More historic than retro.  

1414 The same specialized team in

Japan that builds the beloved and amaz-

ingly long-lived NSX builds this baby, and it

shows. The S2000 is all about driver

involvement. The chassis is balanced and

communicates whatever is happening

down below. The engine, displaying Honda’s prowess, revs to the

moon, sparking all sorts of F1 fantasies while remaining usable on

the road. The shifter is a joy and the steering is light and informa-

tive. This firecracker will be too involving for some, but given all the

isolated choices dished up by the industry, it is great to have a

refined, exciting, and affordable choice or two.

1313

The only sporting sedan that

has it all. Maserati, as you’d expect, starts

with a superb powerplant that’s both

torquey and revvy. It also sounds great.

The Italians marry the motor to a refined

version of Ferrari’s proven F1 transmis-

sion. Both automatic and paddle-shift modes work quite well. The

suspension setup is firm, but with enough compliance to be enjoy-

able for a night on the town. Even better, the engineers have tuned

the chassis so that the Quattroporte is quite entertaining at normal

speeds. Add all this to a Pininfarina body and an interior that actu-

ally merits the term “old-world craftsmanship,” and you’ve got quite

a ride. Maserati has priced the car within reach of many who would

otherwise buy one of the high-volume German brands, yet the

price is high enough to ensure a solid measure of exclusivity.

What’s not to like?

1212 Another “underpowered” car

that works brilliantly, making you wonder

whether 612-hp cars are really necessary.

Like a fine French meal where the courses

and pleasures just keep coming, the RX-

8’s rotary motor serves up a decent

amount of punch and lovely soundtrack,

and stretches it out long enough to enjoy it on the street. The RX-8

isn’t only about engine design either. It has a responsive chassis, 

with superior turn-in, relatively flat cornering, and a respectable ride.

Combine that with Novocain-free steering and a very reasonable

price, and you’ve got the sports car experience most people would

want. But wait, there’s more! This little puppy comes with a truly

usable back seat. While the 911 and the 645Ci rear accommodations

work fine for the under-12 set, full 6-footers can fit happily in the back

and front of the RX-8. 

1111Maserati
Quattroporte

Mazda RX-8

Honda S2000Ford GT

Power: 400 hp

Torque: 333 lb-ft

0–60: 5.2 sec

Engine: 4.2-liter V-8  

Price: $105,000

Power: 238 hp

Torque: 159 lb-ft

0–60: 6.2 sec

Engine: 1.3-liter rotary twin 

Price: $25,935

Power: 550 hp 

Torque: 500 lb-ft 

0–60: 3.5 sec

Engine: 5.4-liter supercharged V-8

Price: $141,245

Power: 240 hp 

Torque: 161 lb-ft

0–60: 5.0 sec 

Engine: 2.2-liter I-4 

Price: $33,150

PROS: Rev-happy engine; entertaining handling; four real seats;

reasonable price 

CONS: Torque in short supply; styling a trifle overdone; tighter

suspension would make a nice option 

Best of the Bunch: Get the manual, and pop for the Shinka

edition if you’ve got the money

PROS: Big punch; historic body; interesting handling

CONS: Engine lacks pedigree; a touch isolated; tends toward

understeer

Best of the Bunch: The one you own

PROS: Lively handling; great shifter; cool dual-mode engine

dynamics (like the NSX)

CONS: Not much torque; must be revved

Best of the Bunch: There’s only one
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WORLD CLASS
THE BEST OF THE BEST

Take a seat. Let’s start with some numbers:

three gas turbines of 16,800 total hp plus

two six-cylinder diesels for manoeuvring.

Three tons of diesel per hour. Six guests, six

crew, 100 feet on the waterline, 100-ton

displacement, 62-plus mph. Exhaust tem-

perature cooled to 140 degrees by the time

it reaches the outside world. The price?

Around $25 million.

It is not just in appearance that the
Wallypower 118 inhabits a different planet
from mere mortal boats. Company press
releases talk of the Wallypower’s “contem-
porary design,” but this is not so much con-
temporary design as angular attention-
seeking. In this respect, at least, the
Wallypower’s looks can be pronounced a
resounding success — love them or loathe
them, they mark this project as something
different. But it is not until you get under the
skin that you find out just how extraordinary
the beast really is.

The brainchild of 49-year-old Italian 
businessman Luca Bassani, the 118 is the
first motor yacht from a company that has
made its mark creating cool-looking luxury
sailboats. It has hardly been a gentle 
introduction to the powerboat business. 
The 118 is a highly complex machine. 
The three gas turbines power waterjet
drives — which unlike conventional pro-
pellers are mounted inside the hull, for mini-
mum drag — while twin 370-hp diesels are
used for economical low-speed cruising and 
close-quarters maneuvering. The seawater-
cooled turbine exhausts are made of 
titanium. Construction is of lightweight 

WILD & WALLY
Welcome to the ferocious and fantastic
future of luxury performance yachting. 
by Alan Harper
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carbon fiber and other advanced composites.
The deckhouse is basically a high-tech green-
house, constructed entirely of triple-lami-
nated tinted glass on a carbon frame. No
wonder Bassani entrusted the project to
Intermarine of La Spezia, Italy, builders of the
world’s most advanced minesweepers for 
the U.S. Navy.

The alternative version of the 118 — 

yes, this is a production boat — with the 

simpler power option of two 3650-hp V-16

diesels, might have been an easier place to

start. But the dapper Bassani doesn’t want

things easy.

“I like the challenge of this project,” he said,

with a winning smile. Fit and tanned, with a

trimmed, graying beard, he looked exactly

like Italian millionaires are supposed to look.

He explained that this prototype 118 was

very much a work in progress. The best

speed achieved so far had been around 

67 or 68 mph. That may not sound fast in 

automotive terms, but to put it in context,

most yachts her size top out at around 50

mph...and that’s the fast ones. 

The Wallypower’s top-speed runs have been

68 mph, some way shy of the target 75. But

experiments will continue with the waterjet

impellers, and Bassani was confident that

he’d soon see

71 or 72 mph

on the speedo.

Fully loaded

with fuel and weighing in at around 110

tons, the best the 118 managed for me in

choppy waters off Monaco was 62.56 mph,

but she would certainly have done better than

that in flat conditions. On a recent 220-mile,

full-power trial between the south of France

and the millionaire’s playground of Porto

Cervo in Sardinia, she had reportedly aver-

aged 65.5 mph. Speed goes up as weight

goes down: “With each ton of fuel we use,

we gain a knot,” said Bassani. 

Surprisingly, for such a complex machine,

the business of driving was almost straight-

forward. The controls at the helm station to

starboard were simple enough: a steering

wheel to direct the steerable outer jet

drives, synchronized thrust controls that

were operated like conventional boat

throttle-levers (the engines themselves run

at a constant speed) and trim tabs to raise

or lower the bow. But just as we were 

thinking how easy it all looked, we noticed

another console to port where an engineer

kept a wary eye on temperatures and revs in

the three gas turbines.

Like any performance boat of this size, the

acceleration crept up on us. Insulated from

any blast of air, and with that long snout con-

cealing our onward rush, we had only the

speedo and the GPS to rely on for real-time

information. Pretty soon it was up to 40 mph

and climbing. Visibility for the helmsman

was hopeless: We could see straight ahead

and straight out to the sides, but very little in

between, thanks to the thick carbon mullions

between the front windows. At the helm,

Bassani was constantly demanding sighting

reports from his crew, for the 118 was like a

magnet to small speedboats wheeling in for

a better look. Fifty-two miles per hour. We

turned south, into more open water, cutting

across the stern of a startled cruiser, contin-

uing to lean into the turn like an overgrown

sportsboat. The weather men were forecast-

ing half a gale, and these three-foot seas

were just the start, slapping the 118’s out-

sized chines — the big, water-deflecting flats

between the bottom of the hull and the

sides — until the whole boat flexed and

shuddered. 

WORLD CLASS : WALLYPOWER 118
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“The chines are too big,” admitted Bassani. 

“On the second hull we have already

reduced them. And we will modify this hull

too: It’s two days’ work.” Gas turbines may

like moist air, but they don’t like salt, and

Bassani explained that the chines were

overdone out of a fearful need to keep spray

out of the massive engine air intakes. But in

fact it was a pretty dry hull. The trim tabs

were extremely effective too, and with the

bow set comfortably on the horizon and the

boat running at about four degrees of bow-

up trim, it raised very little spray until well

past the intakes.

Bassani trimmed the bow down a fraction,

settled the jets at 37 to 38 mph, and that

knife-edge bow sliced straight into the

waves with hardly a murmur. You could do

this all day in these conditions and arrive at

your destination calm and composed, with

no more than a slight anxiety about how

you were going to pay for the fuel. 

In spite of radical appearances, the 118 has

a conventional V-bottom hull shape, easing

back from that dramatic entry to a clean 22-

degree deadrise across the stern. Boats

with such deep aft sections, lacking the lift

of flatter hulls, tend to ride nose-high, which

can be an advantage. With tabs as effective

as the Wallypower’s the helmsman has

plenty of precise control over the boat’s run-

ning angle — and he will, after all, be con-

cerned to keep spray out of those intakes.

The 118 will prove an influential craft. No

rival in his right mind will copy the external

styling — it would be far too obvious, for one

thing. But inside and out, the boat incorpo-

rates some superb design thinking, much of

which had already started to percolate

through the yacht building industry. The

central corridor through the sleeping areas

below, for example, is glass-roofed, from the

engine-room bulkhead to the tender garage

(a deep well for storing a smaller speed-

boat) in the bow. Under the foredeck, this

glass paneling provides daylight illumina-

tion for the corridor and master cabin. In the

wheelhouse, it provides an illuminated floor

leading forward. 

The tinted glass of the superstructure, so

dark from outside that it appears to be solid

carbon laminate, makes the deckhouse a

wonderful space. Great views of sea and sky

are barely interrupted by the frames, while

big sections of the hull sides fold down

towards the stern to provide an even better

view for those sitting on the saloon sofas.

The interior is exceptionally cool and

rational. It’s like walking around inside a

Bang & Olufsen amplifier — steel, white, and

wood coexist in rigidly rectilinear harmony. 

I don’t think I would change anything,

except perhaps to bolt down the dining

table, which slides when journalists hurl

themselves against it in tight turns.

So is the Wallypower 118 a triumph of 

technology, a shining beacon of individual-

ity in an increasingly timid and conformist

world? Or a folly of classical proportions, a

monument to a rich man’s misguided

genius? Well thankfully, it’s both — a 

magnificent piece of boatbuilding, 

and weird as hell. Let’s raise a glass to 

Luca Bassani for making the world a 

more interesting place. 

IT’S LIKE WALKING AROUND INSIDE A BANG &
OLUFSEN AMPLIFIER — STEEL, WHITE, AND WOOD
CO-EXIST IN RIGIDLY RECTILINEAR HARMONY.

““
””

WORLD CLASS : WALLYPOWER 118
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By David Scott asked to maintain the Italian aesthetic of

sophisticated craftsmanship. By all accounts,

their efforts were a success. 

The 550 Maranello, named for Ferrari’s home

town, is Ferrari’s interpretation of the V-12

berlinetta, with a front engine and an obvious,

marked sports personality. Ferrari’s longtime

partner Pininfarina designed the body…and

what a body it is. It immediately gives the

impression of a great sports car: low and wide

with a long graceful hood and cut-off short tail.

This design is fast and sinewy, clean, and

uncluttered, and not contrived, so that the car’s

physical presence underlines its raw perform-

ance. The whole car, including the clean, 

stylish interior, calls to mind the glorious old

Daytona and the 275GTB before it.

Some say the Maranello is the best all-around

road car ever built. Whether or not you agree, 

no one can argue the impact the Maranello had

on the premium ultra-performance car market. 

For two decades prior to the Maranello’s

European introduction in 1996 (the first U.S.

model was 1997), ultra-performance cars were

routinely and appropriately known as exotic, 

temperamental, unreliable beasts. Lower emis-

sions standards of the time brought on a rash of

makeshift engines with lower performance specs.

But the brief given to the Maranello technicians

and engineers demanded better: Design and

build a car that would meet the needs of modern

Ferrari customers who were no longer willing to

forgo drivability, comfort, or performance, even in

an exotic car with a Ferrari badge. They were also

Thoroughly thrilling…if you can get your hands on one.



comes from sheer power: its power-to-weight

ratio is 256 hp/ton. This was truly a world-

leading number when the Maranello was

released, and it’s still in the top one percent of

car performance today, nearly 10 years later.

For example, the 550’s power-to-weight is well

ahead of cars like the Mercedes-Benz SL55

AMG and slightly better than the fabulously

punchy new Corvette C6. 

But the Maranello wouldn’t be a great car if it

were simply a powerhouse. On the street you

notice the linear power delivery, which feels

incredibly strong from relatively low revs all the
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““
But enough fawning over the way it looks.

What’s it like to drive? Does it deserve all of the

accolades it has earned? Finally, is it destined to

become a new classic? In short: incredible…yes

…and yes.

First, the driving experience. Despite having a

curb weight of 3726 lb (with two people and a

full tank of gas the car weighs in around 4200

pounds), the Maranello seems to shrink around

you the minute you get under way. With 480

hp, you can hit 0–60 in 4.3 seconds and cruise

all day at its 199-mph top speed. Part of the

secret to making the 550 feel smaller than it is

way up the power band to near 8000 rpm. Part

of this sense is pure shove-in-the-back stuff, and

part of it comes from the superb sound of the

engine. Mixing guttural roar, mechanical thrum,

and full-on banshee shriek, the great Ferraris 

are symphonic, and the 550 has one of the

great Ferrari soundtracks. After many miles it

becomes clear that the Ferrari plays an amazing

game wherein it combines extremely passion-

ate sensory inputs with an overall feeling 

of refinement. 

This blending of power and grace, grit and

smoothness extends to the chassis. The 550’s

steering feels perfectly weighted and precise,

providing ample feedback without feeling darty

or annoying. As a professional racer who has

spent many days on the track in the 550, I’d

have to say it has road holding and handling

limits that exceed the abilities of all but F1 

drivers and their ilk. For most drivers that’s nice

to know, but on the street the fun lies in the way

the 550 dishes up balanced handling with a

smile-inducing tilt toward oversteer. The chassis

communicates high-bandwidth information

about what is happening as you work through

each corner, but the feeling isn’t harsh or crude;

it’s refined. Having world-class brakes doesn’t

hurt, either.

The 550 truly embodies the fact that it is 

darned near quicker, faster, and better 

handling than any other car on the road. And it

does all of this in such a way as to be totally

unobtrusive. It is just as happy puttering along

in sixth gear at 40 mph as it is hammering to

redline in each gear, as the scenery blurs by in a

12-cylinder shriek. It does everything so well, so

consistently, and with such class and honesty 

You could turn off the highway, pull into any racetrack in the country, 
and, with no further ado, be driving one of the most balanced, rewarding,
and smooth track cars on the planet.””

NEW CLASSICS : FERRARI 550 MARANELLO
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that it is also hard to believe that you could 

turn off the highway, pull into any racetrack 

in the country, put on your helmet, and, with 

no further ado, be driving one of the most 

balanced, rewarding, and smooth track cars on

the planet. It is fundamentally that good of a car.

Since the Maranello has been in the United

States since 1997, there are plenty of examples

out there. And, thanks mostly to the stock mar-

ket meltdown and recession during the last five

years, they have depreciated well. In fact, it is

safe to say that the 550 Maranello is probably

the best value in pre-owned exotics available

today. Hard to fathom the words “value” and

“Ferrari” in the same sentence, but it’s true. In

fact, good late models (2000 or 2001) can be

had for $120,000. For the 2002 model year,

the car became the 575M Maranello, with a

few more horsepower, more weight, a softer

suspension, and the availability of Ferrari’s 

popular F1 paddleshift gear changer. The 550

is less GT and more sports car, and in that

sense, I’d say it’s the better car.

Nothing else in the price range is like the 550

Maranello. This includes Porsche’s 911 Turbo

(fast, but very common; newer models lack

style, and it sounds like a vacuum cleaner),

Aston Martin’s DB7 (underpowered and weak

handling), the M-B SL55 (heavy, common, and

relatively soft), and Lamborghini (pure sports

car, with all the good and bad that implies; not

suitable for cross-country trips). The more inter-

esting comparison may be with the 360

Modena, which has now depreciated into 

about the same price range as the 550. The

360 is tuned for a more edgy feel, and doesn’t

feel as powerful, but is nonetheless full of 

Ferrari character.

The Maranello is a fundamentally well-built and

reliable car but there are some things to look for

and to avoid, and some things to make sure 

you do if you buy one. Early U.S. models had a

variety of problems, as Ferrari spent the better

part of the ‘90s ironing out its renowned 

quality-control problems. Iron them out Ferrari

did, but some early Maranellos were somewhat

problematic, especially with electrical, climate

control, and other issues. Also, pre-2000 

models had wheels made of magnesium. 

They began to crack badly, so they were all

recalled. If you buy a pre-2000 model, make

sure the wheels have been replaced with the

newer aluminum wheels. In fact it makes 

sense to have the car checked for all applicable

recalls and service actions when you get a 

pre-purchase inspection done for the car that

interests you.

Maintenance on these cars is relatively light and

infrequent, and they are nei-

ther temperamental nor prone

to breaking regularly like older

exotics. However, approxi-

mately every 30,000 miles or

five years Maranellos need a

belt 

service. This is a critical and 

expensive ($3000 to $5000)

service that should only be

performed by an authorized

dealer or experienced Ferrari

shop. It involves taking part 

of the engine apart in order 

to remove and replace the rub-

ber cam belts. If these belts fail

and break, it means you will

ruin your valves and likely need

a new, very costly engine. 

This is also why you should be

leery of Maranellos with

extremely low mileage. It is

actually better for these belts

(as well as radiator hoses,

clamps, connectors, fittings,

A/C lines, pumps, etc.) 

if the car is driven regularly,

than if it sits, barely accumulat-

ing 100 miles a year as a “garage queen.” So

my advice is that a Maranello with average or

even higher mileage is probably a better car,

and will be less expensive and more reliable in

the long run, so long as it has been properly

maintained by skilled Ferrari mechanics, and

has the paperwork to prove it. 

Ferraris are meant to be driven — which is a

rather neat summary of the 550 itself. 

The 550 is all about driving experience. 

You can get a more exotic body or unusual

shape, and you could save a bit of coin doing it.

You could also get more power (slightly) or 

better specs. But you’ll have a hard time 

matching the Maranello’s combination of 

driving dynamics and sensory pleasure. 

Ferrari

1997—2001 550 Maranello

$100,000 – 130,000

Normally aspirated V-12, all-aluminum
5.47 liters
DOHC, 48 valves

480 @ 7000 rpm

420 lb-ft @ 5000 rpm

258 hp/ton

225 lb-ft/ton

Front engine, rear transaxle

6-speed manual transaxle, dry single-plate

Power-assisted rack-and-pinion; power assist

varies based on road speed

Brembo 4-piston fixed calipers on self-vented

rotors; 13-in front; 12.2-in rear; 4-channel ABS

255/40F18, 295/35R18

98.4 in

179.13 in

76.18 in

50.27 in
2 passenger

3726 lb

4.3 seconds

Manufacturer
Model
Current Price
Estimate

ENGINE:
Type
Displacement
Valvetrain 
Max Power
Max Torque
Power:Weight
Torque:Weight

CHASSIS:
Drivetrain Layout 
Transmission
Steering

Brakes

Tires

DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase
Length
Width
Height
Passenger Config
Curb Weight

PERFORMANCE:
0–60

SPECIFICATIONS

NEW CLASSICS : FERRARI 550 MARANELLO
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